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The witness here related the conversation ter. They then hauled up the dead bofy
of his narrative, or extending the statement <asked if he was above and was wounded,
himself and Tardy as to the impfob-, from the cabin. They examined it, and re^
I
by pursuing the cross-examinations that were iand told him to come down. He refused to between
of getting to Hamburg without mar- I ihatked iha.tthe stab given him was
:
had. The brig Crawford was built at Troy, <do so, saying if he did they would kill him, ability
PUBL1SJÎÈÏ) BT
with the small stock of piovisions est they had ever seen m all their live's, it had
preferred staying where he was and dy- inersfand
j
and registered last at Providence, from which and
:
had. It resulted in a determination to
co/n/zZezeA/senerez/ the heart. He heard
JAMES K. REMICH,
with his shipmates. Tardy told him they
1
port she sailed about the 6th of April, for ing
i
to the nearest port in the United States , the man fall from tile rigging.as described
Spaniards said they would not hurt him, make
i
Matanzas, in the Island of Cuba—Captain the
1
OPPOSITE THE SIEEÍINC-HOUSE.
to take in hands and provisions ; and I by Dobson. The Spaniards after the butchthat if he would come down, he would and
;
Billions Pm
Henry Brightman, master, himself, mate, and
i
sailed for St. Mary’s, which they near j dry was over, asked Tardy why he had . not
’
Pills have been 0J
and Joseph'Dolliver, Oliver Potter, Asa Bick- !give him his word of honor he should be safe. they
reached—but owing to contrary winds brought them two knivefc as hé had promised
of his shipmates begged him for God’s ly
I
nell, Nathaniel P. Deane, and Stephen Gibbs, One
1
ixpectationrlf?! 'From the Uichmond~Entjuirert Jidy 20.
not to go down to be butchered ; he, they could not make, the wind was favorable I —they said all they had ‘were broken; and if
(coloured cook,) mariners. After discharg- sake
1
to their going to Savannah or Charleston— j anv thing should happen they would have
be fairly conside^
ing their cargo at Matanzas, the Captain however, did so, upon Taady’s assurances.
After getting on deck, Tardy and the three but Tardy would not consent to go to either ! nothing to defend themselves. Tardy prom-,
told
him
he
expected
to
have
some
passen

A TALE OF HORROR.
then- many virtues
Spaniards came around him. Tardy ques port. He had. resided, at one place and had ’ ised to buy them the first time he got to
stly esteemed for td| It is scarcely possible to conceive a more gers, who were foreigners.—About a week tioned him about the box of money; and failed there in business, and was known in land—The" tlothes of the Spaniards were
before they sailed, Alexander Tardy came
latrocious
and
bloody
act,
than
the
trials
of
mn as a cathartic insaid that the Captain, before they sailed both too well to venture in either. They bloody, and they threw them into the sea;
necessary-.Theydthese three Pirates disclose. The records of on board and staid all night but returned to from Matanzas, had sent the money on shore, then determined to sail to the Chesapeake, as they did most of the clothçs of the creW
shore
the
next
day.
But
while
taking
on
■emedy m allbiliaShe Buccaneers in the West Indies can hard
board their homeward cargo, Tardy remain and that the1 Spaniards had determined not and barely call at the first port for men and and passengers.-—Three or four days after
ad, stomach and boWly exhibit anv thing more horrible, in re- ed on. board several days. He thinks it was to come to the United Stat.es and have a provisions. The witness heio gave a long wards, he heard them say that the mate and
petite, dizziness, wod'tspect to the deliberate malignity of the plan, about three days before they sailed; the; suit about it, but to seize upon the vessel, account of what occurred after they entered cook were only fattening to be killed. Tardy
they are likewise an J'for of the fell barbarity or its execution. It
prisoners Felix and Couro, came on board and do themselves justice. He agreed that the Capes, and before they arrived at Old assumed the command, Sc Felix was to keep
tons diseases, remoJlappears, from the evidence of the mate of the bringing a small iron-bound box, said to con he would assist them in navigating the ves Point. They were spoken by four different the books, and he also had some little knowl
fcrawford
and
Mr.
Ginoulhiac
(the
French
kind by dissolving J
tain money. The witness was ordered to sel. At his request he was then laid down pilots, all of whom Tardy refused.—The last, edge of steering Tardy showed the wit
•bid matter, helping](passenger) that these abandoned wretches put it under the Captain’s birth, in a locker, by them, and Tardy ordered up the medicine however attempted to go on board, and Far- ness the false papers obtained in Havana for
(went
on
board
the
brig,
for
the
express
purlostappetite-asiti
which he accordingly did, in the presence of chest to dress his wound, but the Spaniards, dy was induced by the witness to permit it, the vessel, and said they cost him 25 doubts. lhey aresdaecjIpose of piratingThe vessel, and of coarse Felix, who seemed satisfied with this dispo as he understood them, said no, no, time to prevent suspicion, as the name ot the ves I loons. The reason lie gake the witness for
¡¡mastering her crew.—They went prepared
y ____
___ ______
the day
after the mur J saving his life was, that he was his countryis and nomfefhatJ
enough yet. Tardy having .ascertained from sel had been effaced
•with false
papers to
character sition of it. From that time until the vessel him Vho else were aloih ; ad ordered them der of the crew1, .d'
But‘ before the pilot board- j man, that he had heeri a Pirate a great while;
immcr or winter a
talse papers
ro disguise
aisgmse her
i
ffiout regard to iler
the A a! vLM was done.-—Poison was sailed Felix remained on board, during which to come down, one at a time. After awhile ed, Tardy gave orders to the Spaniards and and had never injured a Frenchman, and
laiicrilic
time much of the cargo was taken in.
Their operation¡s' resorted
the first i'Tstance by the
witnesses how to deport' themselves, to ’pre should not commence then. The same pre?
î * wîfnàcQ. aa’tn TïnK«nn
In the course bf the testimony the history Dolliver came down. Tardy stood at the vent the possibility of a discovery.—He con- Ttovl
that bvmSSicious
oi his
ms
cious Tardy to assist the execution of
I text’ w'no
was given fr\
to f-Vt
this
witness as to Dobson,,,
helm,
and
the
Spaniards
went
around
Dolli

¡V other nhvskT! ■ scheme—and the knife, and the musket, and of this box seemed to have an important
massacre, and
jured the witness not to betray him, he saved for
f— the ----------------J of the ulterior views of
ver,
and
after
some
conversation
among
iblic
1
drowning were employed to consummate his bearing on the trials, and the. witness was them, he saw Couro stab Dolliver ; Pepe the witness’ life and he must be true to him. 1the party. When near St. Mary’s, Tardy
covered wtti, „ . design—employed under such circümstances
circiimstances cross-examined respecting it. He said he then run upon him, and striking him in the The witness says he quieted his fears, and proposed
to let him go on shore, and give him
■
‘•n of rhe r
Mfeeling and merciless cruelty, as almost never saw or knew any thing of it after breast, he fell overboard. He heard Dolli was clapped on the breast by I'ardy, who $50
to bear his expenses by land to N. York,
,
°
to stagger the belief of the human, mind, wards ; and did not think that it could pos
declared he was just as him, &c. The other He had strong hopes of being spared, until
ume thereon.
, , after
„5^,. the nf-mptratinn
have been brought from below, put on ver call to Potter from the water and tell details are unimportant. The vessel having he saw the Spaniards one day making a dirk
And
perpetration nf
of their
their bloc-dv
bloody sibly
■
him
not
to
come
down,
for
if
he
did,
the
bar

board
the
boat,
and
sent
ashore,
without
Fe

—
purposes, what savage yells of joy and tri
barous wretches would kill him. Some short been brought to anchor off Old Point Com of an old knife—blit Tardy gave him most
umph escape the monsters !—So irresistible lix or himself knowing it. He had under
ti’me after, he heard Potter tumble from the fort, Tardy announced his intention of going; solemn assurances of his safety, in which hé
stood
from
the
cook,
who
was
a
black
man,
indeed was the evidence of their guilt, that
mast-head and fall overboard without a groan. onshore, and promised the witness a-good: had some hope, as he recollected how he
their able Counsel was compelled to throw that it had been removed—And by consent,
After day light, Pepe and Couro loaded mess ofeg'gs andfresh meat for he had beeni had made him stand by him at the helm,
up their cause in utter despair.—As a gen-'' this hearsay testimony was permitted to be two muskets, went forward and called up a living on salt provisions long enough.—The: and protected him during the butchery. He
ebrated Eye, Ifakr, tieman of the bar, declared there were not related—and the witness said, he was told
man (Bitknel) from the forecastle, who had itwness said he had no idea of staying on board told the same story with the mate as to their
ie above is kept in even grounds to conceive the possibility of a by the cook that Felix had caused the box no shirt on, and seemed to be wounded, that night, if by any stratagem he could get arrival in the Chesapeake, he pilots, the
to
be
removed
to
a
locker
under
the
cup

shadow
of
a
defence.
£—in Wells by N. Mui
having something like a handkerchief tied ashore.' He had seen one or more bundles conduct of Tardy, and the escape of Dobson
Goodale and G.Coe4 In London, this narrative would furnish board, and afterwards to Felix’s own apart around his breast. While Bicknel was sit of iron tied up, and had previously ascertain- in the boat at Old Point Comfort. As soon
5c Tufts—by tieDnj themes enough to employ whole columns of ment—and that this occurred before they ting on the rail, one of them fired a musket. ed from Tard) that they were m ieadiness as Dobson made off in the boat, Tardy ap
nd Boston, rmcfby » newspapers. Every circumstance of the left the bay of Matanzas. Pepe came on at him, and he fell overboard. The other■ to sink the cook when they had killed him. peared to be greatly alarmed, said two or
icipal towns fron Me atrocity would be elaborately noted and com board the day before sailing. The passen- then fired, and the witness thought hit him,, The three Spaniards and the cook were sent three words to Dobson who replied in one
mented on. The retail sellers of newspapers■ gers being all On board, the vessel was movfor he heard him groan heavily. They theni aloft to reef the sails, and he proposed to word—none of which he understood. Thrdy
would hawk them through every large town1 ed out a little from among the other ship
, Tardy to assist in getting the boat ready, and then told him he was a lost man. An Amer
eoavly, I
in the kingdom.—Ballads would be written ping, where she remained until her papers called down the Cook who had hid himself,’ to bring it alongside for him. His proposi ican vessel had anchored not far off, and Tar
and
was
until
then
unperceived
in
another
to tell the horrid deed : and the countenan were obtained, and there Was no longer any
of the rigging, ordered him to go to ition was consented to with some reluctance, dy spoke it, and obtained from it the use of
ces of Pene, and Couro, and Felix, would be cause of delay. She sailed on the 28th May. part
he got into the boat to take out the plug their longboat to send to the shore for his
work cooking breakfast, which he promptly and
:
struck off and exhibited at the windows of
Nothing remarkable occurred until the
to let the water that was in her escape, and own, and two hands to row it. In this boat
all the print-shops.—But these pompous ex morning of the 1st June. They breakfast obeyed. The witness saw a knife lashed to a 1desired that the French passenger should the three Spaniards embarked—after getting
staff ; two of the Spaniards were without <
lisease which has sotó positions are better calculated to fill the ed about 8 o’clock. Tardy seemed to be shirts, and besmeared with blood, and their take one rope and 'i'ardy the other and let some distance they returned, saying they
pockets
of
the
dealers,
than
to
touch
thé
somewhat
officious
on
the
occasion.
He
of the most experieœ
bloody knives sticking in girdles about their I the boat down. This they did. As soon as could not get the boat ; but Tardy ordered
íngth found a soveitij hearts of a moral people. This tale is suf helped the witness to some fried eggs and waists. There was a bottle of spirits sitting I she touched the water, instead of bringing them to proceed, and they did so ; but the
ficiently full of its own horrors. We Cannot ham and a bowl of chocolate. Witness
her along side,he made for the shore with Spaniards not going where the boat was,
however, forbear to‘add, for the gratification spilt some of the chocolate. I'ardy insisted not far from where he was, to which the all his strength. He knew there were no Tardy become more alarmed, expressed his
Spaniards
went
and
drank,
l
ardy,
observ

'GE'S GENW of those who may not have the opportunity upon it, and actually replenished the bowl.
loaded arms on board, and that he was safe. dreadful apprehensions of the consequences,
of seeing them, that these Pirates are not After-breakfast he retired to the state room ing that the witness was almost overpowered Tardy asked him as he was going off, if he and announced his determination to cut his
by the horrid butchery he had witnessed,
very tall or very powerful men—Pepe and to get some rest, having been up all night.
would betray him, he answered no, and has throat. (It was conjectured that the Span
LOUS diseases bd Couro are well built, and rather stout men, He soon felt very giddy in the head and sick and the appalling sight of the blood thirsty tened to the shore, where he related the sad iards were sent off Ho secure or despatch
monsters,
then
exulting
in
the
success
of
their
e by the Physician,a with dark and desperate countenances.—Fe at the stomach. The Captain soon came more than savage cruelties attempted to allay | story to the officers in command and entreat Dobson, but preferring their own safety,
so universally uutm lix is of a more slender stature, more Italian down, and when he ascertained his situation, his fears, by telling him that these Spaniards • ed them to go on board immediately, that made their escape.) The witness and Tar
than Spanish in his looks ; and we should invited Tardy, who professed to be a Doc
had been drinking all night and were not (I they might save the lives of the Frenchman dy went into the cabin, when the witness
is stood the testofejf never have suspected him of being a mur tor to comedown and see him. T. did so; yet drunk, and that notwithstanding what 1' and the cook. He had noticed the aversion took possession of some articles that belonged
uned an unparalleleF derer. He has’a gentlemanly look, and was said that he was bilious and proposed an had happened, and the appearance of their !I shown by the Frenchman to the Spaniards to him, and then returned on deck. In a few
tely removes the sffl styled by his companions Don Felix Barbeto emetic. Mr. Robinson, the supercargo, ad knives, they would not hurt him ; and he i from the fatal 1st June, and that h,e avoided moments he understood from the negro (the
>n to the vessels of’I —he has a brother at the Havana. Of all vised him to have nothing to do with his (Tahdy) pledged himself rgain to that effect. ail intercourse' with them as much as?he cogx,) that Tardy had cut his throat.
Mr. Joseph Brough was the next witness
colour and smorthnt! the prisoners, he was '-he most agitated by medicine, and he determined to defer it un 1'he Pirates then went - o'work m destroy could—^and the witness felt a deep interest
examined. He was the Pilot who went on
nendations mightbes the verdict of the jury. We cannot beg for til the next morning. He came on the deck ing all the papers belonging to the vessel, in the preservation of his life.
board the vessel and conducted it to Old
• efficacy, but tie f. mercy for any of them. The administration and laid down on a mattrass where he re  which were thrown into the sea. The leaves
Mr. Ferdinand Ginoulhiac, the next wit Point. His testimony corresponded with
I FAIR TRIAL should of justice will go on ; nor can we dream for mained all day quite sick, and vomiting oc of the bibles belonging to some of the men
’. It has in threeorfe one moment that there is the slightest chance casionally. In the evening Robinson told were torn out, and also thrown overboard, as ness examined is a native of the province of that of Dobson «»nd the last witness, as to'
Languedoc in France, and has resided as a events after his going on board. He witnes
him he had no doubt but that Tardy had
fifteen and twentyys of arresting the'doom of the condemned.
There is one thing which we would re given them all poison, and that, for the fu were the sea-clothing of the sailors. During merchant in Matanzas for seven years. He sed the tragical end of Tardy, and upon rush
•esisted the power of:
’
this
destruction
of
these
evidences
of
the
is a man of good countenance and deport ing upon deck and calling for assistance,
at could be devised, spectfully suggest. If it be true, as the ev ture thev must eat nothing but what was character of the vessel, Tardy and the Span
ment, and is unable to speak a word of Eng saw the officers from Old Point boarding the
gives immediatereM idence states, that lardy had obtained ficti served up by their own cook ; that Couro iards kept up a constant huzzaing ; exulting
lish. He said he knew nothing of the brig vessel.
tious papers from the custom-house at Ha had come on board in the capacity of a ser
es Tinea Capdtis^
and
bragging
of
their
exploit.
Crawford until he took his passage on board
vana, does not the President owe it to the vant, and that he must be made to cook for
D HEAD) andallscd
Capt. N. G. Dana, Who was temporarily
The vessel' was all a gore of blood ; her of her. Besides himself there were six pas
United States, as well as to the civilized
i unhealthy children. world, to obtain an authentic statement of the Spaniards. The witness had no suspi deck, masts, spars, sails,>&c. The Cook was sengers and the supercargo—Tardy, the in Command at Old Point, and to whom the
ng of a mercurialnal the fact, and make a formal representation of cion at that time of being poisoned, as the made to take buckets of water and wash it three Spaniards, and two men who spoke story of Dobson had been related, after its exd it may be used on it to the Spanish authorities ? The Custom- cook had not told him of Tardy’s agency in away ; where it could not be gotten off the English. He did not think he had ever be trav agance had gained some credence with the
nder any circumstai House officer, who is capable of such an cooking the breakfast. In the evening about sails, See. he was made to paint them over, fore seen Tardy or the Spaniards to know subaltern officers, gave the necessary orders
8 o’clock he went into the cabin, and found
for Dobson’s confinement, for boarding the
abuse of officers, deserves not only to lose the Captain quite unwell with the asthma so as to hide it. Pepe, after one of the other them. His detail of the circumstances and
vessel, &c. &C. Dobson having told him the
Spaniards had fixed the rope, hauled up the
nd Retail by the foft his place, but if he suspected the purpose of
and a cough, who invited him to sleep along dead body of the Irish passenger from below, time of sailing, and of the events of the butch vessel was built at Troy, and that her name
ery
of
the
captain
and
crew,
in
nearly
all
the
the
paper,
his
life.
side
of
him,
and
said
that
Robinson
would
rtland; Delano&f
which was thrown over-board. The com main particulars, corresponded exactly, with was effaced, and having satisfactorily an
stay in the same cabin with them.
PIRACY AND MURDER.
swered a few question's as to.the localities of
mand of the vessel was assumed by Tardy,
; Hill, Concord, N
As the weather was warm and he felt some who knew very little of navigation ; the the testimony of Mr. Dobson. It is unneces Troy, with which the Captain was acquaint
The peculiar circumstances connected
Saco, and JAMES
sary to recapitulate those parts of this trag
solicitude
about
the
vessel,
he
declined,
and
with the case of the Brig Crawford, which
Spaniards knowing nothing about it, not be ical story that have been already told. This ed, he went on board with a party of armed
ink.
unt to country deal® will be developed in the sequel, induced came on deck where he lay about 4 hours or ing able even to splice a rope. The services witness saw some things which Mr. Dobson men, and found that Tardy was only alive»
until
about
12
o
’
clock,
when
Dolliver,
one
of
Fhe Surgeon whs sent for, and pronounced
of the witness were therefore necessary to
eopll Chief Justice Marshall to hold a special
term of the Federal Court, for the Fifth Cir- the seamen, came to the relief of the man at them. From what he had seen of the men, did not, as he understands Spanish, and knew him beyond the reach of his skill. Necessamore of the conversations and intentions of
the
helm.
There
was
no
moon
and
the
night
'
.
cmt
and
Eastern
District
of
Virginia,
for
the
in whose power he was, he was prepared to the Desperadoes—but we shall omit those. rymeasures were then adopted to pursue
\dGERiF~
t trial of the three Spaniards. The Court was a clear star-light night. He gave D. orders execute any order they might give him, even
’ the Spaniards, to? secure the vessel and have
PSXSE Z£» held on the 9th inst. the most material wit to apprise him of any change in the weather, if it had been to throw himself into the deep. parts of his testimony that have been em. an inquest over the body of Tardy who lived
nesses not being present, it was adjourned and then slept,, he thinks until between 1 and He, therefore, obeyed them ; but with the braced above. He stated that he had come but a few minutes. The prisoners had lost
DRAWING OF’
from day to day, until their arrival from 2 o’clock, when he was suddenly awoke by a faintest hope imaginable, of ultimately gain on board with the intention of going to New- no time in effecting their escape. They had
York, to attend to some commercial business
I
6» New York. After they had arrived, four in- noise, the cause of which he did not under ing his freedom or saving his life. During in that city. The Spanish passengers told passed over many creeks and inlets, and over
dictments, one for Piracy, and three for Mur stand. He ran forward, and as soon as he the dreadful scene, the French passenger
a long and devious route ; had crossed James
TERY.
1 der, were sent to the Grand Jury, who after1 got a little beyond the windlass, he saw a was near Tardy at the helm, and showed him they had 17,000 dollars on board, were River in a canoe near its mouth, and pene
going
to
New
York
to
purchase
a
vessel,
an examination into the testimony, returned man standing with a knife in his hand by every mark of suffering and sympathy. Tar
trated many miles into the interior, round
S NO. 14.
,
intended to go to the coast of Africa. the bays and inlets on the South side, before
“ a true bill ;” as to each. The three pris whom hqwas severely stabbed in the shoul dy told the witness that the Frenchman was and
!
all in Portland, Jufii
On
the
first
of
June
he
noticed
that
the
crew
oners, viz : Pepe, otherwise called Jose Hil- der, (the witnesses’ arm was still in a sling.) a good, intelligent man, and would be of some
they were overtaken. They were aiming for
were taken sick, the mate (Dobson) being Norfolk—and would not have been overtaken
ario Casaris, Couro, otherwise called Joseph In a state of great excitement and alarm, he service to them.
>ers, Managers d’J
much
more
so
than
any
of
the
rest.
He
did
Mirando, and Felix, otherwise Felix Barbe ran across the vessel where he found Potter,
Thrdy showed the witness a complete set
but for the praiseworthy zeal and exertions
certify, that six row,
to, were all charged in the first indictment a sailor, standing in a reclined position, who of Spanish papers for the vessel, represent not know the cause, but was told after the of the party in pursuit, who were aided by
, 6, were deposited»?
massacre
by
the
Spaniards,
that
the
captain
said
he
was
stabbed,
and
asked
if
they
could
with Piracy, and in each of the others, with
the inhabitants with fresh horses and one
ing her to belong to the Port of Havana,
zite ballots, viz. 1, |
the murder of some one of the persons who get no assistance ? The witness seized a bound by the way of Matanzas to Hamburg wanted to poison every body on board, that or two recruits. Mr. Servant, Col. Jones and
; four of each, in at
handspike from the long boat and attempted in Europe.—(These papers were exhibited he might get the money of the passengers. Lt. Robert Anderson were examined as to
were
slaughtered
by
them.
The
Court
was
of them weredrai;
adjourned until the 16th to give the prison to get into the main rigging. He found Dol in Court as part of the evidence, to show that He slept on deck, the night of the 1st June these particulars. Mr. Westwood, the Customfivs, 1, 4,9, 5-6 9 V
ers time to prepare their defence. The liver anfi Potter had both ascended before the piracy was planned, and the mode of ex and about two or three o’clock he was arous House Officer at Hampton, proved the iden
—5,3, 2,1—3,0,8/
prisoners having been arraigned, pleaded not him,(and the blood from their wounds was ecuting it, arranged before the prisoners left ed by a noise on the deck. He found Tardy tity of the papers found on board the vessel.
2—3,1,5—9, 0, 8U:
guilty to all the indictments. Mr, Stanard, streaming down like rain over him and the Matanzas. The genuineness of the papers at the helm near which he lay. It was dark, Au Inquest was held over the body of Tar
hich, agreeably t®
District Attorney for the United States, con rigging.-—He saw a man about this time had no bearing on the case ; and we have no and he could not well distinguish things—but dy, and he was buried on the beach, at high
prizes as follows, vi;
ducted the prosecution. The Court assign leaning against' the railing, who in a short means of judging that point, for maratime he saw two men struggling two or three yards water mark, with his face downwards.
ed Mr. Leigh, in addition to Mr. Schmidt, time fell as he believed dead.—He thought cases are of rare occurrence in our city.) from him, one of them fell. He did not know
The trial under the indictment for Piracy
2d, 3d and4thdraW
who appeared as Counsel for the arraigned. it was the captain and spoke to him, but got Tardy
__ ___told__ the
t
witness he had paid nine who they were ; Pepe told him afterwards commenced on Monday and closed on Wed
d to $1500*
it
was
himself
killing
the
captain
;
but
Fe

Mr. Schmidt moved for a postponement of no answer ; he had since understood it nas | doubloons for them, and if the government
nesday. On each day one of the prisoners1
, 6th, 7th & 8th do. v
.
....
the trial, on the ground that there existed not the captain. Whilst inthis situation Pot- knew ...
he had procure'.1 them,
the
officer who lix insisted that he had killed the captain. was tried. In all the cases, the testimony
Very
soon
he
saw
a
man
despatching
some
10th,
great excitement, against the prisoners and ter fainted, and the witness and Dolliver pre gave them to him would lose his place. He
was submitted to the jury without argument
14th, 15th 8c 16thd°that time was desired to obtain evidence to vented him from falling. Dolliver then told explained his intention to the witness, of go one with an axe, and he thought he recog from the bar; and the jury, a separate one
’18th, 19th 8c 2Othdo.
prove that the representations of one of the him that Tardy came to the helm, looked ing to Hamburg, and conversed with him nized the voice of Pepe, who afterwards told in each case, after a retirement ®t but a few1
’22d, 23d 8c 24th dowitnesses before the committing Magistrate into the binnacle and about but' < Jted no about the course to steer, the condition of him it was so. He saw a man coining up minutes, returned with a verdict of guilty.
’ng for their three»
as to occurrences at Matanzas are not strict suspicion in his mind ; though suddenly cut the vessel, her stores, See. Felix appeared to from the cabin, and one of the Spaniards
ly correct—and that the prisoners occupy him very badly in the throat, and took the be next in authority, and also said they were stabbed him, and he fell back into the cabin.
Yesterday, Chief Justice Marshall pro
such a station in society as to make it improb helm from him.
»:}areeach
going to Hamburg and intimated to the wit He recognized him to be the man who spoke ceeded to deliver the sentence of the Court.
English and had a sore on his leg (which was
able that they would be guilty of the offences
ness
that
he
should
share
equally
in
the
pro

Whilst at the mast head witness heard
It met at an early hour, and as it has uni
charged. The Court overruled the motion. 'Robinson and Nathan overboard and in the ceeds of the cargo in Hamburg, with himself the case, by Mr. Dobson’s testimony, with i formly been the case during the week, was
33dO
the Irish passenger.) Felix told him that he
In
compliance
with
a
wish
expressed
by
and
Tardy.
But
as
to
the
other
Spaniards
water.
He
knew
them
by
their
voices.
39th 'are eaC^
crowded with anxious spectators. Mr. Leigh
the prisoners they were tried separately ; They were in great distress and implored to they were to have only a little, as they were had killed him, and that he thought at the tendered to the Court two papers m the
and consequently the testimony, being the be permitted to come on board; but the inferior sort of men. This the witness was time it was Robinson coming up with a gun. Spanish language, and which was translated
igCfor their two last fig*
same in each case, was repeated by the wit Spaniards said no, no, no. Robinson kept made to understand Sy signs. 'They then At day break the witness saw Robinson and by Mr. Schmidt, as follows r
nesses on the three' several trials. One of rather off, but Nathan came near the vessel proceeded to dress his w’ound, and-after the the sailor in the water, and confirmed all
each
I Jose Hilario Casartes, in. the name of
the material witnesses being-unable to speak and entreated that a barrel, a plank or an sun became œppressive to him on deck, he that Dobson had said respecting them.
> are each
the English Language and the prisoners un oar might be thrown overboard to him, that was removed to the cabin, on reaching which When the man was called down from the God, give this my déclaration before the
derstanding only the Spanish, Mr. Adolphus he might prolong his existence in that way he fainted. When he revived he heard a mast, the Spaniards got around him. Pepe Chief Justice of the United States :
That I took passage in the American' Brig,
. Crozet acted as interpreter on the two first, for a while, under the desperate hope of noise, and looking round, observed that Fe asked the others why they were delaying
him.—Gouro replied that he wanted for New-York, with $6,000 which were put
and Dr. Lemoséy, on the last trial.
lars.
succour from some vessel that possibly might lix was breaking open his chest. He told killing
In each case Mr. Stanard stated, at some pass him. But his entreaties did not in the him where to find the key, which was pro to give him a good and fatal blow, and not to I with those belonging to Don Felix, to be ap
oyd
length, the facts and circumstances he ex least move the hearts of the Spaniards. cured, and the chest opened. His sea clothes wound him.—[The only gleam of mercy plied to the purchase of a vessel in Newpected to be disclosed by the testimony ; he» They refused, and even attempted to plunge were taken out and thrown overboard, some that appears in this whole scene of savage ., York, to go thence to the coast of Africa.
TCHELLJ
was followed by Mr. Leigh who explained a harpoon or some such instrument into him, trifling articles of clothing were taken with barbarity.] Pepe then ran on him and he fell Ij I declare that all, of which lam accused
3,1827.
j
the duties which had devolved upon himself and to strike him with an oar. Finding his his pocket book, and a small sum of money. overboard. After day break they loaded two |j by the Mate and the French man, is false—
Tardy was not a _ManT but a De
j
and associate by the assignment of the supplications s'p inhumanely received, he The money-was carried to the state room, guns, called up a man from bqlow who had ¡because
something tied around his breast as over a mon ; and he alone, with Lis medicine, was
Court.
sought and remained with Robinson, until and put into a common stock, composed of the
capable
of
killing any one,, even a hundred
wound,
and
ordered
him
to
jump
overboard,
Edmund Dobson, the first witness called, they were both exhausted and sunk to rise money they got hold of. ( The pocket book
whica he did ; and as he went, one of them men.
, .
was the Mate of the brig Crawford. From no more. The witness also heard two bodies was found m possession of Felix, when taken
I hope the judge Will delay my cause, that
his testimony we collected the following facts, thrown overboard. He next heard the Span by the officers from Old Point,, ahd was in fired, and as he thinks missed him. The
I
may
‘
furnish
evidence
of
my
character
;
and
other
shot
him
after
M
had
fell
into
the
wawhich we give, without pursuing the order iards talking about himA and I'ardy soon Court.)
le at
•intment, t“ed ?* »
■duced froine50Ptq|
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JOSE HILAR IO CASARES X
mark

FOR GOVERNOR.

I Felix Biu'heito, in the name of God, this
Hon.
my declaration, before the Judge, presiding
in this court of the United States:
That I took passage in the American Brig,,
Senators for York Cpunty.
in Matahzas, for New York, with $8,000,
NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION* TICKET.
which I gave in charge ofthe Captain ofthe
vessel, together- with other papers, & my let Hon. GEORGfi SCAMMAN, o/too.
ters of recommendation. 1 declare likewise,
that every thing, of which I am accused, is ; DANIELGOODENOW,Esq. of Alfred.
false—-as 1 w’as asleep, and only know that Dr* CALEB EMERY, of Eliot.
in the morning, Tardy told me, that I need
ANOTHER.
not be afraid, as he would pay nie my $8,000,
but I and the Other Spaniards were the cause Hon. GEORGE SCAMMAN, of Saco.
that the vessel arrived in Norfolk ; because Dr. CALEB EMERY, of Eliot.
’
Tardy and the French passenger did not. wish | GAMALIEL E. SMITH, Esq. of Newfield.
to go thither. .
As I also declare to the presiding Judge,
that if he will do me the favor to delay the
OPPOSITION TICKET.
cause, I will furnish proofs from: the citv of
Havana, and from my relations respecting Hon. MARK DENNETT, of Kittery.
my good c haracter and situation^—a fax our I Hon. MOSES SWETT, ofParsonsfidd
expect from the,presiding Judge of this *Hon. ISAAC EMERY, of Biddeford.
Court, whom I pray God to preserve for many
*In favor of Gen. Jackson.
years.
Your suppliant,
FELIX BARBEITO.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

conduct,—-they will distinguish, between missed her foot-hold and . fell into the
honorable, faithful, meritorious services, and
the empty puffs and disgusting verbosity of whirlpool below formed by the rushing
of the waters over the different preci
caucus resolutions.
JUSTICE.

pices into a deep narrow ravine, and s xi tühbat aüc
'was drowned before any assistance
LATEST FROM EUROPE.
!
could be rendered, nor had her body
Mr. Remich,
We last evening received the. New'
been
recovered
when
the
letter
which
If honor, integrity, consistency in political
Yor,k Commercial Advertiser of TuesJ |00!
conduct, a sound mind, extensive information, announced the melancholy tidings to
î)0t
solid judgment and pure morals, entitle a man her numerous friends and relatives in day afternoon, containing extracts from!
to the confidence of his fellow citizens then this city, left I tic a. Tqenton Falls Paris papers to the 1 6tfoJune. Thesi öd“
Rufus McIntire of Parsonsfield has strong
furnish intelligence from London two
claims on their sufferages.—If the services he may be compared in miniature to Ni
rendered our Country during the late war, agara Falls, and are upon a small scale days later than our previous advicM Si
when he hazarded his life in its defence, equally curious and wonderful.
Of The amendment offered by the
ought to be remembered., now is a fit oppor
of Wellington to the Corn Laws wJ whi
late,
parties
of
pleasure
who
make
what
tunity to manifest onr regard to him.
adapted on the 12th by a vote of 13y Tli
As one of.the voters in York Congressional is called the Northern tour, during the
Bost.Gaz. . P“1
District 1 shall' give him my hearty support summer, seldom fail of visiting this stu to 122.
for Representative to Congress at the ap
DEFEAT AND BUTCHERY Op
proaching election.-^-He is a man, whose pendous work of nature. On one side
wal
THE GREEKS.
friends and whose enemies too, if enemies he the rock is perpendicular to the height
and
has, may know where and how they will al of several hundred feet, and what is ve
The Paris papers contain melancholy
war;
ways find him. In 1824 he was in favor of ry singular there is formed on one side
tidings concerning the poor Greeks-,
the election of John Q. Adams for President
To
of
it,
about
75
feet
from
its
base,
a
pro

two
thousand
five
hundred
of
whom
of the United States,-—his sentiments have
not since changed.—He is not a man given jection about six inches ■wide for near had been put to the sword ! The Comd for
eis
to change his course qvery time the wind a quarter of a mile in length. Visit
mercial Advertiser says—
shifts.—He agrees in sentiment, in regard to
will
The Judge replied, that it was his duty to
Elder HENRY SMITH.
“The Greeks, it seems, had assemJ or I
the National Administration with a vast ma ors, both ladies and gentlemen, have
execute tire laws ; and that they did not per
jority of the people of this district and of long been in the habit of shewing their bled 10*000 men for the relief of Athens,;
mit him to,comply with the request made to
this State and no selfish or.sinister purposes, intrepidity by passing round this ledge ( Four thousand had* marched in the¿ tod
1 him—-that it would be happy for the prison
FOR REPRÉSENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
J1Í1V
can warp him from an upright and honorable
ers, if-their consciences were as much at
course.—His well known integrity, his dis to a house of refreshment^ which is sit rection of Asómate,■ at. the north of file and
EI
on
.
MOSBSSS.
peace as they professed—but that a?l, that
interested patriotism are pledges that if e- uated some distance above on a peak or Pyreus, for the purpose of attacking
brer
was left to him was to discharge the duty
lected he will act.rightly.,
A VOTER.
eminence, favorable to viewr to the best the I urks in the rear, who occupied al
i m posed-«pórr h irà.
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
OCC!
advantage the surrounding scenery, fortified position among the olivegroves ■
He then inquired of the prisoners, wheth
nost
MÆJŒ âBWMS
er they had any thing to g'ay, why’thfe sen Mr. Remich,
and We“ tumbling of the -waters over. while the other troops were to attack
jf
pair'
tence of the law should not be prohouheed1
I perceive that the Convention at Alfred
the different falls into the crooked and them in front. On the 4rh, Kariaskaki
From the National Intelligencer.
• upfenthêm. Through Dr.-Lemosy [the in last week has nominated the Hon. John
ue t ■fet
narrow passes below. It was here commenced the attack on the Turks, |
terpreter ] they requested time to hear from
Hollies for Representative to Congress in
aH'isi
The Harrisburg Convention is likely
their friends at Havana, in order to obtain
‘ the room of Mr. Burleigh, notwithstanding to be very fully attended’by Representatives that Miss Suydam metdier melancholy and was killed, with 300 of his men^ withjll
dvidences of their character, &c.—the Judge
the efforts made to prevent it, and to put in chosen by the growers and manufacturers of fate. And, although we do not remem On the '6th, an engagement took place i
replied, that it was out of his power to. sus
nomination another Gentleman. This result wool throughout our country. The combina ber to have ever heard of an accident between the Turks and those Greeks, ciäii
pend the course of the law—But, that every
and
is right, however opposed it may be to the
« indulgence should be extended to them, wishes and expectations of certain individu tion presses affect to believe, because men of so distressing in its consequences, oc who had effected a landing from the [
bove
character and abilities have been chosen to
which it was possible to grant ; that they
als ; although it is presumed, that whether compose it, that this convention is to have a curring at this place, yet we do hope fleet. Two thousand men, sent by
might communicate with their friends, and
tinui
nominated or not, by this Convention, Mr. political aspect and a party object. We that this will be a solemn warning to Redschid Pacha, attacked them, and |
that facilities would be granted to them for
noli
Holmes would have been elected—so strong
this purpose ;—he rèi cm mended it to them is public sentiment in his favour, and so nu should protest with as great vehemence as all who resort there, not to expose the defeat and slaughter of the Greeks:!
shot
the combination against any such a conven- themselves to a similar fate. It is, at
to thiiofthe awful situation in which they
was horrid. Out of 22 Philhellonists, i com
merous are his Claims to the confidence and tion. It would be as objectionable to us as
£Ve placed ; and assured them that every
support
ofthe
citizens
of
this
County.
the caucussing of the combination here du best<but an idle curiosity, and should 18 were killed. The total loss of the! undi
means should be afforded them of communi
I was however surprised to notice that this ring the last winter, except that it is to be be discountenanced, if not „positively
cating with thé ministers of the ir..own relig
Greeks in killed was 2,500 men. Lord hour
Convention
had
undertaken
to
act
upon
anabove-board, instead of being under-handed,
ion, (the Catholic.)
Cochrane with difficulty-succeeded in
I other question not within its authority and open to the world, instead of being so en prohibited,—JV. York Eve. Post.
Hethen pronounced ’their sentence, and
taking on board the fleet the -remnant
fixed theday of their execution to Friday, the and . for which it was-not convened. But I veloped in darkness, that its proceedings
It
find upon enquiry that this was not in fact have not yet been entirely disclosed to the
INDIAN RELICS.
17 th of August.
of the army, and General Church, in “Mí
the doings of the Convention, but only the
A few days since, as some workmen rallying bis troops, narrowly escaped Gem?
Felix and Conto-seemed affected >by their work of a few individuals, who were mem light of day. We are persuaded, however,
that.this convention has none but its avowed were employed in digging a cellar at
'.sentence, but Pepe remained unmoved.
being made prisoner. The expedition Hon.j
They were tried under the Indictment for bers of it. It appears that Mr. Jeremiah object, viz. a consultation amongst those who
has b’Goodwin
and
five
or
six
other
gentlemen,
un

piracy only—Mr. Stanarci, U. S. Attorney,
have a common interest, as to the measures Westfield, for Capt. Harvey Champion, is said to have been well planned, and butti
considering it.to.be unnecessary to arraign dertook to usurp powers not delegated to for the promotion of that interest. There they discovered about three feet below the defeat is attributed to the superiori gressi
them, and in the exercise of this surrepti are every year similar conventions held for
them for murder.
■
the surface of the ground, two human ty of the Turkish cavalry. The Gen. :
. [We understand, it is possible that a mi tious authority* have endeavoured to palm consultation on great objects. We had last
skeletons,
in a sitting posture. The Greeks, however, though defeated with
rffupon
the
people
of
this
County
a
nomina

winter axanal convention here ; and the win
nute account of the whole 'I rial, &C.J&C,
tion of Senators, as made by this Convention, ter before we had a “gathering of manufac bones generally were in a decayed
may possibly appear in a short time, in the
A
great loss, still continue their efforts for
pamphlet form from one of the' gentlemen when it. was only, their own unauthorized act, turers here ; but we never heard it suggest state* but the skulls were, entire, and
the preservation of Athens. At the re the i
a large majority of the Convention declining ed, that these conventions had any connec
of the 'bai'.] ’
to take a any part in the measure. Several tion with party. We all knew, indeed, that both jaws contained their whole num ceipt of the last intelligence, General entir
members protested against this proceeding they had not. The idea of the. Harrisburg ber of teeth. Whether these were the
Church still kept possession of the
■as irregular and impi oper, but it is in vain Convention originated with the Philadelphia
M
APPLE TREES.
to reason with men bent on doing wrong, and Society, who are not, that we know, particu remains of two Sagamores of Marren- heights of Phalermo with 3000 men, visit i
If the following statement is .truo, i[ is these high sounding resolves were carried by larly friendly to this Administration : indèed oak, (Indian name of Westfield) or of and on the f6th of May, that is ten days
vitati;;
very important; and if not true it would the vote of only seven members ! It is under we rather think that they are the contrary. some more humble subjects, cannot be after the defeat, the «Acropolis held
ville,1
stood that the same gentleman who offered There is no doubt in our minds that this con known. The disinterment of these relbe well that it might be contradicted by these resolves respecting Senators, was one
out. On the 13th, Lord Cochrane was Garr«
vention has been brought about by the na icks furnishes abundant proof of the
some who has or may be able to speak of those who called the Convention and it. tural operation of the proceedings of the leg
scouring the Archipelago in search of May!¡
from experiment. It is taken from an was expressly agreed that the Convention islature of Virginia at its late session. It was indistinct view which the Aborigines reinforcements.
heen-í
should not be called to act upon a Senatorial enough to startle the firmest mind, to jaear had of futurity. In the graves were
Europt ¡¡n Magazine ; but we have often, nomination.
Was that gentleman unwilling to it solemnly denied^At this day, that Congress,
The garrison of St. Spiridion, man
found a quantity of acorns, flint stones,
seen and heard similar statements, origB trust delegates to nominate Senators who in
laying duties, has any right to take into
were-chosen for the very purpose, and who consideration their probable effects on our and a stone pot Containing l¿e bones of ned by a few hundred'Turks, had .been
mating from other sources..
would
therefore
be
likely
to
represent
truly
own
manufactures. It might as well have some animal which without d°ubt was taken by the Greeks, who massacred
It is a general complaint that the fin- the feelings and wishes of.the people? Or
been
denied
that Congress hits a right to con intended for the use of the deceased their infidel foes. This movemént so The tim
est a male trees of this country [G. Brit was it supposed that a deception practiced
jle
sider the nature and quantity of foreign man
incensed Redschid Pacha, that he caus I this S 5 in
upon
the
Citizens
in
this
way
would
not
be
ain] nave degenerated, and many ofthe
ufactures we import, in order to determine persons, on their arrival in that happy ed all the Greeks in his power to be I tors a
.orerie
best sorts have entirely disappeared detected ? And that this was the only prac the proper quantum of duty to be imposed country beyond the mountains, which
ticable method, in which a favorite list of
beheaded. On the 25th of April, it is ! the n W
from our gardens and orchards. It Senators could go forth with the imposing upon them. There is no end, indeed, to the the natives fancied they should gain,
I Presi'
extravagancies to which that doctrine would especially'if they were brave warriors stated, upwards of 2000 Greek women
would not be difficult to show that every sanction of a caucus.—And that being thus not lead us.
: volve n (
and children were massacred !
formally
nominated
they
would
be
elected
' mnn ’fin
successive grafting deteriorates the
, The following paragraph, extracted from a and good hunters.—Springfield Rep.
of course, no matter what might be their
if the
' A fine corvette, of 18 guns, built at ,■ and
f • its engrafted ; or to point out an ef claims, or however unfair and dishonourable Richmond paper, places this matter in so
prese be •
strong as well as clear a light, that we do not
The,
Argument
reduced
within
a
nut
Marseilles for the Pacha of Egypt, was the e; !CW
fectual method of retaining good apples the means taken to put them in nomination. know whether we should have ventured to
in this country without the trouble of But the people of this County are not to be copy it from any other than a Virginia paper : shell.—A gentleman, who has .recently said to have been captured by a Greek I not tl hk
deceived in this manner, they are too intelli
with 1 ■
Harrisburg Convention.—The approach returned from a tour through the west brig.
grafting, as in every perfectly ripe ap gent,
too independent and watchful of their ing manufacturing convention at Harrisburg,
“agro.
ern
part
of
the
State
of
Pennsylvania,
ple there will be found, one and some rights to submit to impositions of this sort. which assembles on the SUth July, is attract
Nearly all the national vessels at I keep1 ■
bears
witness
to
the
powerful
re-action
I merat
times two rounded seeds ; the others If a few individuals would aspire to the of ing more and more attention in the northern
of dictators, they will again be taught, states. New-Hampshire and Massachusetts going on in favor of the Administration. Toulon were preparing for sea with i main
will have one or more flattered sides.— fice
the
greatest
expedition.
Various
ru

I year
(what it was supposed, they had already had
The. round ones will produce the im occasion to learn) that the people are not to have already moved in it. Meetings for the He says thè shrewd Germans argue mours were afloat on the subject.
which Í
purpose of selecting deputies, took place at thus: “Iff wants a horse to ride, 1
i It r
proved fruits from which they are ta be held in leading strings, and that they will Wilmington, Delaware, and at Rutland, Ver
'The editors of the Paris Constitution- tee -,
ken, and those wiih the flatted sides will think, and judge and act for themselves, un mont on the 27th June ; on the 29th at New buys a riding horse ; and if 1 wants a
moved by favour, unawed by power.
powei produce the fruit of the crab [or stock]; But we are informed by these resolves, that port, R. I.; and the 27th at Baltimore; and horse to work, I buys, a work horse. d and Etoile have each been.fined and «fobs I
the 17th at Pittsburgh. In addition, a meet So if I wants a genera! to fight, give me imprisoned for publishing articles in
not be bpupon which the graft was inserted. It the Senators recommended by them, have ing is called at Albany on the 10th instant—
ft fend
requires not a long time to ascertain the already been nominated, on account no doubt at Poughkeepsie, at Utica, and Argyle, coun Genera! Jackson; but if 1 wants a their papers repugnant to the will of foe I thè
silent
of their meritorious services, by all the Re
difference ; for if a circle is drawn in publican Representatives of this County at ty towns—preparatory to a State Convention. statesman, then give me John Quincy government.
!shouh
The whole Western part of the State is unan Adams.”—Winchester (Pa.) Republican.
rich ground, and the flat seeds planted Portland. Well really this circumstance if imous
iThe
for a protecting tariff. The assem
dghtl ¡of
FROM MEXICO.
t 'erein and
nd the round seeds in th’“e cen- true should be conclusive, they must now be blage at Harrisburg will probably be great,
’ aras a ^l!li
whether the people are willing or un and exhibit much talent. The object of
ACCIDENTS.
By the Eliza we have received Vera Cruz bositu
he variation of quality will be dis .elected
willing—nominated at Portland by all the their assemblage is calculated to arrest the
Charles Lawrence, a lad about 17 papers-to the 25th of June. The Priest Ar do»n, W
in two or three years. The Republican Representatives! This seems to attention
of the whole Union.
years of age was accidentally shot by enas accused of heading a conspiracy against 1 to Gei F
pat
throw out the leavesofa crab, be another act in tile same farce. But in
Mr. Giles has sent a stone rolling by bis
the Government, was executed on the 1st of
it hap sic
point of fact this, is hot entirely true. It hap abstract and metaphysical legislation, which his younger brother, near Waddington,
June. On his-way to the place of execution
latter the leaves of an improv pens to be. known that only thirteen of the
ed tree, distinguished in shape and fi whole delegation from this County, were it will require more than abstraction and N. Y. op the 12th ult. They were he made some confidential declarations to Í Fort |ia1
metaphysics to stop, The recoil of his res
the civil authorities. The brethren of his
bre, and with a woolly appearance and present at this meeting. But we should like olutions" was foreseen and foretold. The hunting pigeons, and the younger had religious order buried him in the convent at soppoi ; ng
to
know,
who
gave
these
Representatives
au

state, í id t
in due time the fruit of each will put thority to nominate Senators for this County. thunders of the Richmond Vatican are no cocked his gun that he might shoot Tacubaya. He did not meet death with •pie
longer heard with respect. The denial of quick when it went off, and lodged the firmness. His dead body was exposed to the ¡tiOllat1! he !
every thing beyond doubt.
Certain it is, their constituents gave them no -the corislituHVnality of & tariff, the second
pdi
•such power. It was then an assumption of act passed under the Constitution of J89 and whole charge in the neck of his broth public view for an hour, with the. label for tfenn in
treason
to
the
country
The
ecclesiastics
in

Mias bt in a
povzer, very like that exercised by those who
Sore Backs in Herses.—White lead, passed the resolves at Alfred. Perhaps how never before denied by the most wire drawn er, who diedin a few minutes after- terceded for his pardon. Finally they con Wsth •fa
and hair splitting expounders of the Consti wards.—-—A young man, whose name sented to degrade him from his priestly of
I Jacksf •:Si
moistened with milk dr sweet oil, has ever this Legislative nomination, was got up tution, has alarmed not only the entire man
is unknown, threw himself overboard fice ; but his Archbishop excused himsdf 1 up ati( |er
been ^ecommendt.d as the most effec by the influence of a few Gentlemen imPort- ufacturing interests, but all who have the
from being present at the ceremony.
I dicatk
who are understood to take grd&t inter integrity of tlie Union at heart. Protection from the steam boat Sandusky, on Sun
Arenas was about 50 years of age, and was one w
tive application in the above complaint. land,
est io the management of these affairs, and
to the "rights of the States is not so much day last on her passage down the North a native of New. Castile. For some cause, i take t
who no doubt very cordially approved ofthe
seen in it, as hostility to the rights of the River." He h id appeared to be de having no connection with political matters, i ch rosi
of our Senators, as they found them
Every, body has heard of Miss—, Conduct
very convenient instruments in the prosecu General Government—rights’ equally essen ranged, and mentioned to fone of the he-was committed to prison in the year 1820, hones!
the fair Virginian, who a few years tion of their favorite plans. Be this as it tial as those of the States to the preserva passengers, that he .had been several by the late Achbishop of Durango. On the the .on
of the constitutional balance. Men can
16th of January ofthe present year, he went «need
since, bolted out ofthe cold bath at the may, however, we object to all usurpations of tion
not but ask themselves why none of these years clerk to a merchant in New-York. to Sr. Mora, the commandant of the district ents a
Springs, in a state of nudity, to the this sort, whether from the would be dicta complaints of the power and oppression of
of Mexico, to engage him to take a part in
Best. Pat.
tors, in the County, or out of it. The peo
a!KR pi
a plan the details of which were embraced pisresi
great diversion of the spectators and ple are competent to decide for themselves^ the General Government, were heard under
tt i
Jefferson and Madison ? Were not the same
in 18 articles, which he shewed him. The ■Peat«d I L.
the mortification of the frightened inva whether their Senators last winter did or did measures of roads and the tariff then prose
The New-York Gazette mentions object was again to bring Mexico under the i Pnncij 1L01
lid. But this was no touch to the situa not faithfully represent their wishes, and con cuted ? Did not Mr. Giles, et id omne genus, that several of the delegates from Mas dominion of Spain, under pretext of thereby
[nate b;
sult their interest. The effectors at the polls
tion of a New-York exquisite, who in will settle the question, whether these Gen lend them their sanction ? Was not tire Con sachusetts and N. Hampshire had pas preserving the Christian religion. To rec j choice tie.
stitution
then,
what
it
is
now
?
All
these
oncile
the
different
classes
of
society
to
the
fonerà
taking the warm bath, just as the wait tlemen are entitled to their “ continued con questions must be answered affirmatively. sed through New-York on their way to
project, it was proposed that the officers in [Said th
er had poured in the hot water, and be fidence and support.” “By recurring to the What, then is the reason of the present, dis Harrisburg.
the
employ
of
government
should
not
be
;®>n, at
events of last winter, they will judge, whether
satisfaction ? A Northern, instead of a South
changed, that the Spanish military author - Roce,
fore it was diluted with cold, pulled the they
did not in an eminent instance disregard ern mah, is President. Mr. Giles is the sire
ties
should
enjoy
the
rank
they
enjoyed
be

hadpr
string, and down came a shower of their iriWresfo and thwart their well known
MALAPAR.
of the Harrisburg Convention.
fore the Revolution, and that no harm should hnipe
scalding water, which left its marks from wishes and expectations. Were the charac
The officers who went to Canada, to be done to the President of the Republic and pines,
dignity., and great interests of this State
head to foot—the poor fellow capering jter,
bring: this banker to N-ew-Yor-k, have re General Guerrero.
i Ally
tstly considered and duly appreciated by
MELANCHOLY ACCIDENT.
The persons of the foreign ministers at [their « L
about like a Russian grenadier,i under our present Senators ? Were their proceed
turned without him. It appears that Mexico,
were
also
to
be
inviolate.
Sr.
Mora
We regret to learn that Miss Eliza he did not wish to*visit" New-York dur affected to enter into the plan, that he might careful
the operation of the corporal’s rattan. ings e dculated to give to this State her due
fesh
and propt r influence in the National Coun M. Suydam, about 17 years of age,,
ing the warm season—and the Canada prevail on Arenas to tell the names of the kthe
cilsand to advance the paramount interests
Side-saddles were introduced into of our common Country? Let the records of ■daughter of John Suydam, Esq. of this judges wer,e not disposed to part with twenty persons who had united with him in ns will
up the conspiracy. He did not suc hbe
city, who was on a visit with her father him at present, without stronger rea getting
England in 1382,, during the reign of the Legislaiure answer.
ceed in obtaining this information : but Are
Richard II. by his’wife, the sister of However long and loud the underlings of and family, to Trenton Falls, about 12 sons than were given by Messrs. J. L. nas revealed all the particulars of the plot, Minnis
suppre
par .y may resolve and applaud, one thing is
the Empcroi Vi inccslaus. . Before this certain, the people will hold their public ser miles from Utica, while in the act of
nd Brink, the bearers of the N. at a time when Mora had 'contrived to place pliv i
several
of
hjs
friends
within
hearing.
Are

time,, the ladies rode astride like men. vants responsibly to a rigid scrutiny for their passing round a narrow ledge of rocks | A
ivitatiop.
nas finding all was discovei’ed, exdaiiped,

ENOCH LINCOLN.
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For the Kennebunk Gazette:.

Gentlemen
have fretrayed myself. I
shall march content to the gallows, for I die
in defence of my God and of my King.”
Philad. Gaz.

Joseph Gales Jr. Esq. co-editpr of
stTeJ.tse^’ M*as ^)e Stewards shall dlreet. J
the National Intelligencer, has been
AN ACT for the prevention of damage by
.i I he fl re wards are requested to report
elected Mayor of the city of Washing
a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, Fire, and the safe keeping of Gun Powder. .o the bflectrrienr-any defects in chimneys of
ton, in place of Col. Weightman, ap Atwithin
bcc. 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and
and improper use of stoves which
aridfor the County of York, on the
Recuscitation of the drowned.—As this pointed Cashier of the Bank of Washthird luesday in July, in the year of our House of Representatives in Legislature as- may c< me tf> their knowledge; whereby the
received ifei
baildin ; m which they ètand, or others con^nHed and twenty-seven. sembled,Th^t\\^ Selectmen of each town
ial Adyeifrserof . is the season when persons frequently ington.
within this State, containing not less than
"hereto may hé endangered thereby,
IWS^HI ABLE MADDOKS, Adminis- fifteen
loose
their
lives
by
drowning,
it
may
also
hundred
inhabitants,
be
and
hereby
-on I a ¡ring extj,_
y violation of the.above rules, that the
XV-S. tratrix of the estate of John Madare
authorized
and
empowered
to
make
rules
The better half.—Joseph Ramsy doks, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
such cases made and provided may
toeiGtfrjp.
1 not be amiss to publish the best methbe duly enforced.
.
Yeoman, deceased, Having presented her sec and regulations from time to time, in con
ence
OH !od-for recuscitating them when taken thus advertises his wife in a Mobile pa ond
formity
with
which,
all
Gun
Powdeiwhich
NA1 H’L JEFFERDS TjSelectmen
account of administration of the estate
from the water, instead of the old us per
« Whereas my lawful wife, Ma
JOSEPH HATCH,
ÇofKenm^
is
or
may
bè
within
such
town,
shall
be
kept,
ot said deceased, for allowance : and also pe
iwff pr??us
JERE.LORD,
j bunk.
age of holding them up By the heels, ry Ann Ramsy has turned me out of titioned for an additional allowance for neces had or possessed therein; and no person or
it offered by
¡»ersons, shall have, keep or possess within
Lean ebunk, Aug. 4, 1827.
10
CornLaï Folling the body upon a barrel, &c. doors without any just cause or provo saries out of said estate.
such town, any Gun Powder, in any quantity,
which of itself is enough to kill one. cation, 1 hereby caution the public.” ORDERED, That the said Administra manner, form or mode, other than may be’
12 th by a Voteof
trix, give notice to all persons interested, by
&c.
F
This prescription has been often before
prescribed by the rules and regulations afore
causing a copy of this order tube published said.
Gs published, but will bear repetition.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Sec, 2 Be it further enacted, That any
P BUTCHER (
O be sold at Public Auction, by order of
When a person is taken out of the
A young girl has been tried in Eng Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun- person or persons, who shall keep, have or
D, that they may appear at a Probate Court
GREEKS,
the Court of Probate, for the County
! water supposed to be drowned, the first land, for having in a fit of fanatic^,
possess any Gun Powder, within any town,
')e. .
at Kennebunk in said county, on
of York, on Saturday the fourth day of Au
land chief object is to make the body hanged her brother, a child 7 years of the third Monday in October next, at ten of contrary to the rules and regulations which gust riext, at one o’clock afteradon, the per
ærs contain
shall be established by the Selectmen of such
lng the poor GreEj warm and restore respiration breathing. age, in hope, of sending him to heav the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if town,
according to the provisions of this act sonal Estate of Jotham ClafIk, late of
any they have, why the same should not be
hundred of To effect these, dry the body as speedi en. The jury returned a verdict of allowed,
shall forfeit and pay a fine of not less than Wells, in said County, deceased, consisting of
and granted.
twedty dollars, and not .exceeding one hun articles as follows, \iz : one Yoke of Oxen,
•the sword! Thei ly, as possible, and place it in blank not guilty, believing her to have been
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
dred dollars, for each and every offence to i one Horse; two Cows, one Hoy, ten Sheer^er says—
A true Cofiy—hTTs.sr,
ets in bed. Continue to rub. the body insane.
be fecovered by action of debt in any Court and Lambs, Cdrt & Wheels, Harrows and
WM.
CUTTER
ALLEN,
Reg'r.
Plough, Chains, Chaise and Harness, also.
S it seems, hd lsJ with the dry cloths. Apply bladders
proper
to try the same.
Au grist 4.
6
Bedsand Bedding, Tables, Desks, Bureaus,
9pc.
3.
Be
it
further
enacted.
That
all
Gun
•or
bottles
of
hot
water
or
heated
bricks
1 for the relief of Aj,
Chairs, Loom arid Goar,
&c. A great
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, Powder which shall be had, kept or posses many other articles too numerous to particu
tad marched in H, to the soles of the feet. Let the patient
sed
within
any
town
contrary
to
the
rules
^fhfiandfor the County of York, an the
larize.
>ato, at.tie non|lt[ have plenty of air according to season,
third luesday in July, in the year of our and regulations which shall be established Conditions njade known it the time and place
.by
the
Selectmen
of
such
town
according
to
and
give
him
every
opportunity
to
.Lordeighteen
hundred
and
twenty-seven.
purpose of atlitj
of saje, which will be at the late dwelling
1O|ANIEL SEWALL, guardian ofDAN- the provisions of this act, may be seized'by house of said deceased.
e rear, whooccti breathe. If breathing does not soon
any one or more of the Selectmen of such
tel
S.
M
’
I
ntire
,
a
Minor
above
the
ALICE CLARK. | Administratrif:,
among the olii occur, inflate the lungs by closing one
age of fourteen years, having «resented his town and shall within twenty days ffext after
third account against his said wa?d for allow the seizure thereof, be libelled, by filing ' Wells, July 20,1827.
•troops weret61t nostril and blowing up the other with a
with any Justices of the Peace, in such
ance.
On the 4rh,Kariii pair of bellows or the mouth. .Contin
. ORDERED, That the said Guardian, town, a libel, stating the time, place, and
! attack on the 'J, ue these operations untill the arrival of MARRIED—In Parsonsfield, Mr. Josiah give notice to all persons interested, by caus cause of seizure, and the time and place
a physician, who ought to be sent for P. Gilman, to Miss Betsey Hannaford.
when and where trial may be had before said
In Batavia, N. Y. Mr. David Atkins, aged ing a copy of this order to be published three
engagement tooki(w.*‘“’a i'°sslble sPe®d'.—If- no physi- 8», to the amiafr-e and highly accomplished weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga Justice, and a copy of said libel shall be serv
E the subscribers having been appointzette printed at Kennebunk, in.said countv, ed by the Sheriff, or his deputy, on the per
rks and those ¿C1S? “n
procured, the warm bath Mrs. Mary Ann Steward, aged 28.
ed by the Hon. JonAs Clark, Judge
son
or
persons,
in
whose
possession
said
Gun
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
ot Frobate, for the County of York, Commis
da landing fr«iand bleedln? may be added.. The aif. j n
K-.enaebunk in said county, on the Powder shall have been seized, by deliver sioners to receive and examine the claims
0BÏTOABT.
thud Monday in October next, at ten of the ing a copy thereof to each such person, or of creditors to the estate of
>usand men, seat hove modes of recovery should be con
clock in
forenoon and shew cause, if any persons, in whose possession the said Gun
tinued
for three hours, if animation be
SAMUEL MAXWELL,
fr attacked them, F
n.’:
they have, ^hy the same should not be al Powder shall have been siezed, bv delivering late of Wells, in said County, Yeoman, rep
IpHO’hfnn of
r»f .iL.
n 510^ sooner restored; and the operators
a copy thereof to such person' or leavinglaughter
theGre
lowed.
such copy at his or her usual place of abode, resented insolvent, hereby give notice that
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
ut of 22 Philhelloci should not be discouraged from the cir
seven days at least, before the time which six months are allowed said creditors to
A
true
Copy—
A
ttest
,
1 he total loss oil cumstance of the patient having been
shall be specified in said libel, for the trial bring in and prove their blaims; and that we
WM.
CUTTER
ALLEN,
Reg'r.
under water even more than half an
thereof, that such person may appear and will attend , that service at the dwelling
August 4.
*
was 2,500 men. hr
shew cause why th? Gun Powder, so seized house.of Samuel Maxwell, jun. in said Wells;
Albany Daily Advertiser.
difficulty- succe<hour.
J
on the first Monday of August, next, and on

or asAïirë.

Administrator’s Bale,

T

Commissioners’ Notice.

W

WOTICE is hereby given to the heirs of or taken, should not be adjudged forfeit, and.
the first Mondays of the four following
DIED-—In Kennebunk-Port, Mr. John
vie -estale of William Wells, late if any person shall appear to shew cause’ why months from three to five o’clock in the af
Dorman, aged 82 years, a soldier of the Rev ot Webs
It
appears
to
be
corroborated
that
the
in the County of York, Yeoman, the same should not he adjudged forfeit, such ternoon of said days.
d General ,Chud
Churcij' u Members
of Congress,” who developed to
olution.—John Grenville, son of Mr. deceased and all others concernwl—That appearance shall be entered of record, bv
ivavuiuvio
vviiCji con,
VV41V UCVClupvU. LU
>ps, narrowly 'esqfGeD. Jackson the famous Clay plot,” is the John Davis jr. aged 13 months.
DANIEL PAGE,
Joseph Wells has presented tome the sub said Justice, and if the Gun Powder, seized
In Limerick, Mr. John Stover, aged 63.
NATH’L BROOKS.
aner.
Oiler. The expedi^°n- James Buchanan of Pennsylvania.—He
scriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, with as aforesaid, shall .be adjudged forfeit, the
Wells,
July
17,1827.
In
Fairfield,
Maine,
Mr.
Solomon
McFar

)een well nlanLl,
been denominated a friend of Mr. Clay,
in and tor said county, an instrument purport- person or persons whose appearance’shall
•i,i, P anMhut the records will show thatintheCon- lane, aged 70, formerly of Plympton, Mass.
be the last will and testament of said have been recorded as aforesaid, shall pay
IDUtea to the supensessional choice of President he voted for In Templeton, Mr. Samuel Gregorv aged William,
and that the third Monday in Oc all. costs of prosecution, and executoin shall
63. He accidentally fell from a scaffold of hay tober next, is assigned to take the Probate issue therefor : Provided however, that’the
rkish cavalry.
Andrew Jackson.— Centinel.
upon
thè
end
of
a
cart
stake
which
caused
-, though defeaJdJ
—
thereof, at a Probate Court then to be held person or persons whose appearance shall i
BOLTS just rerived on con si grhis death in about 27 hours.
have been recorded, may appeal from the
ment from the PHCEN1X MILL
ntinue their effort Accounts from Virginia inform that
In Somersworth, widow Dorcas Went at Kennebunk, in said county when and wrhere judgment rendered by said Justice of the r JL
AC 1 QR Y. This article is infinitely supe
they may be present and- shew cause if any
of Athens. Atthj he health of Mr. Madison was almost worth, aged 82. Her death was occasioned they have why the-same should not be prov 1 eace, to fhe next Court of Common Pleas rior to the imported Canvass, and is used in
by accidentally falling down stairs.
ed, approved and allowed as the last will and to be holden in the County where such town the American and Mexican navy. The com
intelligence, Gentintirely restored.
In St. Albans, Vt. Capt. Isaac Holden, aged
is situated ; and the party so appealing be parative cost is as follows
‘
of said deceased.
■pi possession of Mr.
Mr. C
Cla¥
during his
his journey
joBrn ' to
t0 and
and 85. He took part in the battles of Lexing testament
lay during
Given under my hand at Kennebunk this fore such appeal shall be. allowed, shall be
tons requires of
3fM° "T
'n Kentucky, received pressing in- ton, Bunker Hill, Long Island, Harlaem seventeenth day of July, in the year of our recognized with sufficient surety or sureties Ji
Heights, and Trenton, in the revolution.
to the libellant, to prosecute his said appeal
Loid eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
>
ay> thatisten(Vitations to public dinners from LouisIn New-York, Doot. William Chambers,
and to pay all such costs as may arise after
a
a
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
, the ¿Acropolis kpej Shelbyville, Frankfort, Woodford, the mventer of the medicine for the cure of August
4.
5
said appeal ; and no further proceedings 32 Bolts XU at $21, is
intemperance.
“’LiirdC?chra“''ïarrard,
—.d, Madison,
ilauisv.,, Bourbon,
Zuuruu
shall be had upon the judgment appealed
Clarke,
of
DUCK,
In New-York, Mr. Coyle, the celebrated
from ; and m case the party appealing shall
dnpelago in searaifaySV’lIe, and Lexington,, but had «cene painter. His last production was the
neglect to enter his appeal, the court appeal 26 Bolts of No. 1, at $16, is $320
23
“
No. 3, at $15 is
345
$665
jeen obliged to decline most of them, Flying Dutchman in the Bowery Theatre.
HE Kennebunk burying ground Propri ed to; may, upon complaint, proceed to affirm and it will positively last nearly as long again,
He was killed by the running away of a spir
the judgment of the justice, with additional
lb.
of St. Spiridion,®
ited horse.
etors, are requested to meet at the costs.
being double threaded, and of’the Best Wa
In Virginia, James Macher, Esq. formerly
Centre School house, on Friday the lifrh daySec. 4. Bè it further enacted, That any ter Rotted Flax, wove without Starch, and
dred Turks, haâb
of August current, at 6 o’clock P. M. to pass
a representative in Congress?
THE NEXT LEGISLATURE.
eeks, who massas
person who shall suffer injury by the explos will not mildew.
For further particulars apply to
Death by Lightning.—On the evening of upon any accounts that may be standing a- ion of any Gun Powder, had oi* possessed, or
5. This movent The"time is at hand when the people of
gamst
said
Proprietors
;
and
to
consider
the
“|his
on to choose sena the 18th inst. there was a violent , storm of
being within any town, contrary to the rules
d Parha that hPfT
ls state
state will be
De called
ca
expediency
of
building
some
new
Biers
•
and
F. CURTIS.
r la, mat neoors an^ representativtes ; and it must not be thunder and lightning in Albion, in this coun
and regulations which shall be established in
tf.
s in his power p1 iveriooked,
’ ’ - that
.
. will be in the power of ty, during which the lightning struck the to transact any other business that may come such town, according to the provisions of this Saco, July 20, 1827.
it
before
the
Proprietors.
act, may nave an action of the case in any
he 25th of April(^e next Legislature to choose electors of house of Zalmuna Washburn, Esq. passed
Daniel sewall, ckrk.
Court proper to try the same, against the own
president and Vice President. It will de down the chimney, doing considerable dam
Kennebunk, Augn^t-3, 1827.
volve on the Legislature t6 determine the age in its course, and instantly killed his
er or owners of such Gun-Powder, or against
ë massacred! tanner in which the electors shall be chosen, daughter Deborah, who was sitting near the
any other person or persons, who may have
FEW tons g66d HAY at a fair pi'ice, by
had the possession or custody of such Gun
nd if the two houses disagree or neglect to fireplace. The deceased, aged 16, was a
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
, of 18 guns, ™ rescribe the manner, then they must choose young lady of an amiable character and much
July 27.
Kennebunk Unitarian Society, 'stands ad Powder at the time of the explosion thereof,
Pacha of Egypt!fo electors themselves,. It they should esteemed by all who knew her. journed to Tuesday, the 7th day of August to recover reasonable damages for the injury
sustained.
J
The lightning likewise struck the barn of
ot think it expedient to trust the people
i captured by a Giff"
!n*tant’ Aat 7 o’clock P. M. at W,ilHam Lord’s
Benjamin
Read,
and
killed
one
of
his
cows
in
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That it shall
uththe choice of electors, they can easily
ornce. A general attendance is requested.
and may be lawful for any one or more of
: agree to disagree” about the mode, and an adjoining yard. The tempest was of short
DANIEL SEW ALL,- Sec3y.
duration, but was accompanied with terrible
the Selectmen of any town to enter -any
Kennebunk, August 4,1827.
e national vessdf;eep the power in their own hands; for the thunder
and lightning.—Ken. Journal.
building, or other place, in such town, to
......... ?..... ’Members chosen next September will research for Gun Powder which thèy may
•eparing lor sea ¡hain in office from January next for one
B. PALMER.
have reason to suppose to be concealed or
edition. Various':ear thereafter, before the expiration of
July 21.
kept contrary to the regulations which shall
diich time the electors must be chosen.
t on the subject It may not be supposed that the LegislaHE Subscriber offers for sale, on terms be established in such town, according to the
which cannot but render it an object provisions of this act, first having obtained
thc Paris Conslihi!iire
dare or presume to retain this
to the purchaser, his Dwelling House, Out
a search warrant therefor according to law.
r i
n i ower, but we submit it to the common sense
Houses,
and about three quarters of an acre
? eapn been nne(lko|7servjng
whether this result might
Sec. 6. Be it further enacted, That when ]T ADIES, first quality BLACK KID &
SHIP
NWS
of
land,
situated
on
the
road
leading
from
'l at
jibe
my stove, chimney or stovepipe, within any JU LASTING SHOES.
be apprehended, if, through the apathy’ of
'ublishing artici^
Kennebunk
to
Alfred,
about,
one
fourth
of
a
LIKEWISE
town, containing not fess than fifteen hundred
pmant to Vhe
friends of the administration, and the '
mile from the centre of business in Kenne inhabitants, shall be defective, or out of re Summer Strained Sperm OIL, for sale by
k 1
’ dent activity of the onnositionists.
oppositionists, the latter
bunk
village.
For
several
kinds
of
Mechan

pair,
or
so
constructed
or
placed,
that
any
iould obtain a majority in the Legislature,
July 27.
'
MOODY.
ical business, this situation offers peculiar ad building or other property shall be in danger
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 4.
'he honest yeomanry of the state, seven
vantages, and with trifling expense, it plight of fire therefrom, the Selectmen of said town
| ghths of whom intend to support Mr. AdPMOTOsis
MEXICO.
b? made a neat, convenient, and retired shall give notice, in writing, to the possessor
MEMORANDA.
ins against the clamorous and ambitious op
Saco, July 26—Ar. schs. Moses,j Woodsum, dwelling for persons engaged in any business or possessors of such Stove, chimney or stove By CHARLES WHIPPLE, Bookseller,
tare received Vemosition which has attempted to put him
__ The
wn... Priesl |i
^ight see .the vote of the state given- New-York ; Volga, Gaines, New-Bedford.— in the Village.—For terms, and any other in pipes, to remove or repair the same ; and if
>f June.
Newburyport, (yflass.)
ling a conspiracy agi - Gen. Jackson,*and be left to wonder how Sailed, 27th, schs. Alert, Crowell, N. York ; formation, please apply to the subscriber on such possessor shall, for the term of six days
Dorcas, Studley, Providence; Dorcas Hawes, the premises.
after the giving such notice, unnecessarily FOR PUBLISHING BY SUBSCRIPTION, A NEVV
:is executed on theh; happened ’
*
*
*
*
*
work, entitled, a
rr
RUFUS FURBISH.
Burgess, do ; Abigail, Leavitt, do. Ant. Em
neglect to remove or effectually repair such
o the place of exeoil
Kennebunk, July 28,1827.
stove, chimney or stove pipes, such posses GAZETTEER OF MASSACHUSETTS:
fidential declarations’ Fortunately
. ........
there is ogreat
----- —unanimity
.....................in
... ery, do.
sor shall for each and every such neglect,
s. The brethren«! pporting the present administration of the
Cid. at Boston, 2d, ship Gen. Pike, Towne,
—C O N T AININ G---forfeit and pay a fine of not less than ten dol
d him in the convijate, and there is nothing to divide the peo- of and for this port, brig Florida, Blaisdell,
A General
the
d not meet deathat the September election but the ques- do.
lars, nor more than fifty dollars, to be recov
LARGE Canvass Umbrella with a ered by action of the case, in any court prop A Geograpical Description of its Situation,
body
Cid. at .Boston, 27th, brig Com. Preble,
buuj was
v. «..."exposedWi>n
“r. j-p which now divides every other state in
.. ivh th^-labell;
,‘'wi ounion
—the Presidential question. There Merrill, of and for this port.
rent on one side patched with Green er to try thesame.
tiour, with
(
Soil, Mountains, Rivers, Roads and Canals ;
silk—--Whoever has it in possession is reSec. 7. Be it further enacted, That the Literary institutions, Commerce and Manu
■y The ecclesiastjtihs been a time, and that recently, when it
Ar. at Petersburg, Eliza, Wise, and Cyn
quested
to
give
information
or
return
it
to
the
■""
"
‘
■
’
'■""As
thought
the
Opposition,
conscious
of
Gen.
rules
and
regulations
which
shall
be
estab

osure,
Burgess.
don. Finally they5factures ; with the Constitution of Govern
store of the subscriber.
lished In any town, according to the provis ment, and a historical Sketch of Events, from
im from his priestlyxkson’s incapacity,’ would attempt to get
VESSELS SPOKEN.
ions
of
this
act,
shall
be
of
no
force
or
effect,
_
B.
PALMER.
ibishop excused |»3>» another candidate y but.from present inthe first settlement to the present time; a
25th ult. lat. 40, 15, Ion. 73, Richmond
Kennebunk, July 28.
until such rules and régulations, together List of all the 1 owns and places Of conse
me ceremony.
vcivu.v/..r . cations, it is evident they cannot unite on Packet, from Richmond, for Boston.
itl the
with this act, shall have been published by quence, alphabetically arranged ; with the
50 years of age, and1! e with any prospect of success, and must
10th ult.lat.40, 30, Ion. 64, Maine, Frisbie,*
General as he is. We must then
the Selectmen of such town, three weeks number of Inhabitants, Date of Incorporation
istile. For some-^tethe
«
of this port 40 days from Havre, for Rich
successively, by printing in some newspaper Boundaries and Distance from Boston ; also
in with political®^ onse between Adams and Jackson, both mond ; same day, brig Leo, Gould, 5 days
printed within that county, or posting up at Lists of Churches, Ministers, Physicians,
> prison in the yearlynest and patriotic men, as we believe, but from this port, for Cape Hayti.
ENDERS
his
grateful
acknowledgments
tested copies in three several public places Lawyers and men of eminence; together
lop of Durango. 0»' e’ „one an accomplished civilian, an CxperiJuly 23, lat. 37, Ion. 67, brig Ulysses, 5 days JL to the inhabitants of Kennebunk and in
said town.
with a great variety of Geographical anct
ie present year, ft ¡Ced and able diplomatist, of superior tal- fm; Boston, for St. Thomas.
its
vicinity,
for
the
liberal
encouragement
he
{Passed March 19, 1821.]
mmandant ofthedisH■ts and indefatigable industry; the other
Historical Notices of many, of the Towns.
has
received
in
the
line
-of
his
business
du

nim to take O ’lERE soldier, rash and impetuous, whose
ring his residence in this village, and informs
which were emk¡respect for the civil power has been ,rethem that he is about to leave this place for At a meeting of the Selectmen of the town of BY JEREMIAH SPOFFORD^ M. M. S. SOC«
he shewed him- latedly manifested, and whose fame was
Kennebunk, on the 3d day of August inst.
Dover, New Hampshire, where he will con
Mexicoundefdncipaily acquired in a gallant and fortubring retext cftt^ce hattie. Let those who hesitate in their
tinue to carry on his business, and will be
CONDITIONS.
the following Rules and Regulations were
under pr
I he work will be^ublished in a handsome
happy to attend to any orders from his old
P
¡on foipice ponder well on the opinion of that
made by them for the safe keeping of Gun
isilclll
;
4
customers,
and
assures
’
them
that
his
best
ef

duodecimo volume of about 350 pages, well
istian
tv tii ■jerated patriot, Thomas Jefferson, w4io
Powder in said town, in conformity with bound and lettered, with a neat Map of the
classes of
oi society
"¿efldthat t]/e support given to General Jack- > ORD & KINGSBURY about making forts will be put in requisition to fit them in
used that the offlj
the
provisions
of
the
above
Act.
JU
a
new
arrangement
in
their
business
any
garment
they
may
wish
made.
State, to be delivered to subscribers at one
reminent should i > i, at the last election, was the only circum- will sell their present stock of goods at a re
JAMES L. ROSS.
1. No person or persons shall deposit or dollar and twenty-five cents, payable on de
nce, in the history of our republic, which
oanish milftarf.au¡(till
pjjj'
duced price.
Kennebunk, July 27,1827.
keep at any one time, in his or her dwelling livery.
¡h ranktheyeni< I produced a doubt in his mind of the’
All those that are indebted are requested
Persons who obtain and beqofo.e responsi 
house, store or other buildings situated in
and that no harm mpetencyof the people to govern them- to make payment immediately.
said town, for a longer üme than twelve ble for six copies; shall receive a seventh gra
dentoftheRepuM»i ves.
August 2, 1827.
hours, any quantity of Gun Powder, exceed tis, and in the same proportion! for a larger
/Ill we ask is that the people should have
°
ing twenty-five pounds ; and this quantity if number.
he foreigiv mnW, ¡ir eyes open at the next election, and be
Tp|"AVING procured a good workmanat so deposited, to be closely confined in tin or
I he work will be ready for the press ir&
refill to elect men to both bouses of the
J1JSL the Book Binding business, who will ropper cannisters.
j be inviolate. .»W,;gislatur§ who will not misrepresent them
June next, and will be commenced in Julyj if
o the plan, thath ,
tarry but a few weeks—-we are induced to
2 No Gun Powder exceeding in quantity a sufficient number of subscribers is, obufothe Presidential question, or at least such
A
NEW
convenient
Store
opinform
those
who
have
Books
to
bind,
or
old
to tell the
50 lbs. shall remain in any vessel or on any ed to justify the expense.
will not conspire to take the election out
î
posite the Store of William Books they wish rebound, that they will do wharf more than twenty-four hours.
May 1.
had
the people ; remembering that the oppo| ! 11 pp? Gooch Esq. in Wells.
well to forward them immediately to the
»iracy. Be did " p onists, though they speak in a cautious and
3. With regard |o stoves, let no one stand
(Iy:a’Subscriptions for the above work wi I
For terms apply to William Gazette Office, where they will be promptly
is information • »^pressedI tone, are not inactive, but stand
Goocn, Esq. at Wells, or Mr. Samuel Ross, attended to, and bound in a workmanlike on a wooden floor m any building *vithin said be received at the Bookstore.
i particulars0’ It0 ta
town, unless the floor where it shall stand be
take advantage of every circum- at Kennebunk.
manner.
*
covered with one tier of brick, or otherwise
^nce that can be made to operate in their
PHINEAS WELLS.
JAMES K. REMICH.
A good assortment of Justice
s within
with tin or Iron, the hearth to be four incies
or.
Kennebec Joyrnal.
Wells,July
31,
Kennebunk., July 27,. 18-7.
discovered, ex
larger on each side of the stove, than the Blanks for sale at this Office.
the fleet the

American Duck«
Ship of350
RUSSIA CANVASS,
AMERICAN

. Notice.

T

J.

Wanted

The meeting of the

A

W. I. BUM

rar Sale.

T

Bent or Taoist.

A

’James JL. Hoss,
Hp

.

©heap.

B.ook Binding.

TO ZKW.

IITBL

Shoes.

View of

State;

At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
within and for the County of York, on the
third .Tuesday'of July, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
¿gTh.N the petition of MARY BUZZELL,
administratrix of the estate of John
Buzzele, late of Shapleigh, in said county,
deceased ; representing that the personal es
tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay
the just debts-which he owed a,t the time of
his death, by the sum . of one hundred and
ninety-seven dollars and forty-nine cents, and
From ‘ La Belle Assemblee’—--for June.
praying for a license to ..sell and convey so
LOVE IN PARADISE. ■
much of the real estate of said deceased,
LOVE came one day to my ivied cot,
as may be necessary for the payment of said
And he said—‘J So ! so ! I see,
debts and incidental changes :
A paradise quite you have here got,
ORDERED, that the petitioner give notice
But who is your Eve to be ?
thereof to the heirs of said deceased and to all
persons interested, in said estate, by causing
“ Go ' go ! you must seek for one,” he said ; a copy of this order to be published in the
“ For it is not fit that you
Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
Should dwell alone—Go, look for a bride !” in said County, three weeks successively that
And away the wild thing fle w.
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
holden at Alfred, in said County, on the first
I felt that I was indeed alone
Tuesday in September next, at ten of the
And I met a lovely girl ;
7
Her hair was jemm’d with jewels and gold, .. clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the prayer, of said petition
And her arms were twin’d with pearl;
should not be granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
I led her o’er my favourite walks,
A true Copy—attest,
And I skew’d her my favourite bowers ;
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
But I saw that she scorn’d my humble home,
July 21.
And trampled upon, my flowers.
And the evening deW fell upon her
And dimm’d the jewels and gold
And the bushes caught her silken
And destroy’d its graceful fold. .

Farm for Sale.

Books ¿p Stationary.

"ff^OR sa^e a fine £arm situated
bn I-h® P>ost -^-oad fadingto
¡¡Il
Saco, about three miles from Kennebunk-Port, and two miles from
Kennebunk.-—This farm contains about sev
enty acres and as to quality is not exceeded
in. town ; it never tails in crops of hay,
wheat, corn and potatoes. This farm has al
so qualities in water privileges—there are
two mill privileges, and mills might be built
and made profitable; the stream runs
through the. whole length of the farm.—
There are two fine springs within eight rods
of the house, and a good well of water within
eight feet of the wood-house.—The dwelling
house is two stories, twenty by thirty feet,
three quarters finished—it has a good cellar
and a large arch with many other conveni
ences ; The barn is thirty by thirty six, with
a large shed and is in complete repair.^ All
the materials, consisting of Carts, Sleds,
Harrow, Ploughs, Chaise, Slays, &c. &c. can
be obtained with the farm, together with thestock, if desirable.

JAMES K. REMICH,

PBOBATS WTWEB.

THS WBEATH.

hair,
;
robe,
.

Ata Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
within and for the County of York, on the
third Tuesday of July in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
<1|N the petition of Elizabeth Storer adThought I, fair girl thou art not for me !
ministratrix of the estate of John Sto
And poor Love look’d on and sigh’d,
rer, late of Wells, in said county, deceased,
And said in a low and sadden’d tone,
representing that the personal estate of said
“ You must seek an humbler bride.”
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
debts which he owed at the time of his death
’Twas then, my Mary, that, first! saw
by the sum of twenty-seven hundred dollars
Your gentle and placid face—
and praying for a license to sell and convey
Your robe of plain and unsullied white.
so much of the real estate of said deceased as
And your simple artless grace. ,
may be necessary for the payment of said
And Love look’d up with a bright’ning eye, debts and incidental charges:
ORDERED, that the petitioner give notice
And shook h'E soft wings, and cried—
“ I have found you an Eve, at last, I think; thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and to
And the urchin laugh’d with pride.
all persons interested in said estate, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published in
I went and knelt at your feet, sweet love,
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
And I woo’d you to mybow’r ;
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
You smiled and blush’d, and I won my bride, ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
In the gentle twilight hour.
to be holden in Kennebunk, in said county,
on the third Monday in October next at ten
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
Mr. John M. Cooper of Guildhall, of
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
Vt. has invented a new fire engine, on tition should not be granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge of said Court.
the principle of the rotative piston,
A true Copy—Attest,
which with the power of four men will
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.

HtiS JUST RECEIVED
A' LARGE assortment of BOOKS and
STATIONARY, comprising almost
every article usually called for.
Particular attention . has been given to the
selection of

■ SCHOOL

CLASSICAL

t1 "r . *■ i

Books,

in obtaining the latest and most improved
editions and, such as are usedin Academies
and Schools in this County.
---- ON HAND---- AN ASSORTMENT OF

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,

„ rpAKEN on Execution all the I
‘ JL right in equity which John ,
Knox,.of Lebanon, in said county of York, j
Yeoman, has of redeeming a certain tract d 1
parcel of land lying in said Lebanon, contain. |
ing twenty acres more or less, being the farm |
whereon the said John now lives, bounded by ,
the road being from David Legro’s Esq. to |
Milton Mills and Levi Knox and others, and i
the same being Under the incumberance ofa;
Mortgage deed tolesse Knox and John Went-!
worth, and the right in equity therein will I
be sold at public Vendue on Saturday the
eleventh day of August next, at the house of ’
David Legro Esq. in Lebanon, at two o’clock I
in the afternoon.
Conditions made known at the sale.
BENJAMIN LORD, Dep. Sheriff.
■ July, 7.
_____

Such as Sermons, Travels, Biography,
Rowlances, Novels, 8cc. 8cc.

New Stationary

List of Letters

Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk i
Maine, July 1, 1827.
A. B. C.
ffif^HOMAS ALLEN—Miss Olive Bos.:
ton—Miss Eliza Carpenter, James '
Cousens, Humphrey Chadbourn, Capt Na. i
thaniel Cole.
D. E. F.
Miss Lucy Day—Ebenezer Emons—Ra. ;
fus Furbush.
G. H. I.
William Gillpatrick, Joseph Gooch, Ira,
Gillpatrick, Joseph Gillpatrick, John Gow-!
en—Joseph Hatch, Jun.
K. L. M.
•James Kimball—Charles Little, Samuel;
B Low—Capt. Jeremiah Miller, Mrs. Sarah i
Marston, care of Capt. Nathaniel Cole.
N. O. P. QChandler Peavey, Jun. Samuel Pearson.
R. S. T.
Miss Ruth Robinson, Jonathan Robinson:
—Eleayier Soesman, care of Capt. James:
Burnham,. John B. Smith, Capt. William 1
Smith, Dorcas Stacey—John rl indie, D, [
Tripp, William Tucker, Thomas Toman, I
Jesse Tebets, Elias S. Talor.

Of a Superior quality and at fair prices, viz :
Fancy coloured Paper ; embossed do ; blue,
A lot of land situated on the old Post Road
red and green do.; English Drawing do.
near John Seavey’s and Daniel Patten’s
(various sizes,) gilt edged Letter do.; ruled
land, containing about fifty acres.—There is
do. ; Quarto Post do.; Gilt paper, bur
a fine pasture joining the road, of about
nished and unburnished; embossed gilt
twelve acres, and the same stream of wa
do ; Mfirocco do; do, embossed do; Rice
ter runs through this that runs through the
Paper, (various colours) ; Marble, do.
other farm ; the rest of the lot is woodland,
Black, brown and white Bonnet, Boards,
and would make a snug little farm.
Elastic Gum.
ALSO,
India Ink; Durable do.; Chymical writing
do ; Sealing wax, (red and black.)
One acre arid a h alf of salt Marsh, situated
Wafer boxes, wafers, (various colours,)
on the north branch of Batsin’s river.
Possession may be had in October next; Black lead Crayons ; black lead Pencils, (va
rious in size and quality,)
the whole of the above farm and lot will be
exchanged for the amount in navigation or Quills, (various in quality and price,)
property in eit het of the villages. I or terms Reeves’ Water colours ; pinkSaucei s,
Camels’ hair Pencils; velvet Scrubs,
apply to the proprietor.
Ass Skin Memorandums,
THOMAS S. PERKINS.
Black Sand ; Sand boxes,
Kennebunk-Port, July 12, 1827.
Blank, visiting and playing Cards,
Inkstands, (different kinds,)
S the public might have an impression Black writing lines ; Court Plaster,
that my third woul be an objection ! Pocket Books and Wallets’,
to any in wishing to purchase the above
1 Pocket Combs ; dress do.; Scissors,
property, all doubt upon that head may be i Shaving brushes and boxes^
John Why Hie.
removed as I am ready to give my acquital to Red and black Ink powder,
}
any purchaser.
English Slates and Slate Pencils,
MARY PERKINS.
July 7.
Tooth Brushes ; Shaving Soap,
July 28.
Cologne Water ; Antique Oil,
Pomatum, 8cc. &c.

—ALSO—

A

.Administrator’s Sale.

< 0?T
g35£z**

.4

lf:i

I the
.erw;
jrint
[733

Sects
Tit-;

I am

.ENT
ie '
¡Ies!

u. v. w.

i
B. PALMER, P. M. :

__ ________________ I

List of Letters

CHILDREN’S BOOKS.

Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk-]
Port, Me. July 1st, 1827. ■ ,
An additional supply of
A. B. C. D.
WOSEPH ADAMS—M. Burbank, Esq,:
the
@1 2—David Crediford—Miss Joanna Da-;
of almost every description.
vis.
T
Kennebunk, June 22, 1827.
E. F. G. H. I.
Albert Freeman—Samuel M. Johnson.
L. M. N. O. P.
Mrs. Sarah Moore—Miss Sarah Nason:
» —George Perkins, Silas Pinkham.
S. T. U. V.
SQUTH BSWHCE,
Cornelius Smith, Miss Eliza Varney.
Maine.
JAS. D. DOWNING, P.M. s
4w.
Kennebunk-port, July 6, 1827.
June 22.

Y order of the Judge of Probate, within1
and for the County of Kennebec, will
be sold at Public Auction, on Monday,
sion
10th day of September, A. D. 1827,10 o'clock
A. M. at the store of John B. Wood, in Leba
ages ¡ .It
non, in the County of York, State of Maine,
tian I
the following tract or parcel of land, situate
throwia column of water, of fths of an
the
in said Lebanon, viz : one undivided sixth
inch diameter, 96 feet perpendicularly,
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of part of the land, bounded northerly by the
in a'
the estate of William Burleigh, lower cross road, so called, in said Lebanon,
The common engine requires 18 men for
agre
late of South Berwick, m the County of York,
easterly by land of Benjamin Austin, souther
the same purpose. The weight of the Esquire,
ther
deceased, and all others concerned ly by land of Daniel Wood and Mark W. Pray
new engine, separate from the cistern —That John A. Burleigh and Thomhs Leigh and westerly by land of Simon Ricker, the
is th
which is wholly detached from it, does have presented to me the subscriber Judge said sixth part being in common with Simon
are,
the Court of Probate, within and for said Ricker and others, the same having been
not exceed 75 pounds—it occupies but of
and
county, an instrument, purporting to be the set off on Execution in favor of Benjamin
Shingles
little more room than a common grind last will and testament of said William, and Libbey, Jun. Creditor against Reuben Rick
I they .....
that
the
second
Tuesday
in
August
next
is
stone, and may be carried by two men
er, for a debt due to Nathaniel Seaver the
THOUSAND Good laying SHIN- 1<rOTICE is hereby given that the subscri-; consi ga
to take the Probate thereof, at a saidLibbey’s intestate. Said parcel of land Ld Tv
bers have been appointed, by the¡ most
GLES,
through a common door into any room assigned
Probate Court then to be held at York, in sold for the benefit of the late Widow and
Hoh. Jonas Clark, Judge of Probate for the
3
Thousand
“
CLAPBOARDS,
of a house where it might be useful in said County, when and where they may be minor children of the said Nathaniel Seaver,
County of York, Commissioners to receive¡i abov
FOR SALE BY
case of fire. The power is produced present and shew cause, if any they have, deceased.
and examine the claims of the creditors«)II quire ko
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Tertns made known at the time and place
the estate of
by turning a crank like that ot a grind why the same should not be proved, approv
June 30.
ed and allowed as the last will and testament of sale.
CAPT. ROBERT HUFF,
stone, to which steam power may be of said deceased.
BENJ. LIBBEY, Administrator.
late of Kennebunk-port, deceased ; repre
applied with facility—The . expense of Given under my hand at Kennebunk, this
July 7.
__________________ _________
sented insolvent, they therefore give notice tei t i
this engine will not be more than one seventeenth day of July, in the year of our
that six months are allowed from the date
this
method
to
inform
his
friends
and
the
twenty-seven.
half of those now in use.—The inventor Lord eighteen hundred and
public that he has taken a shop at Kenne hereof for the creditors of said deceased ti 4
JONAS CLARK.
v
Fin AKEN on Executions all the bunk-port, next door to Mr. Ivory Jefferd’s to bring in and prove their claims, and that throu
has secured a patent right in this coun July 21.
they will attend that service on the second
0 ’ ’ JL right in equity that John Hus Store, where he carries on the
try, and has sent an agent to secure it
Tuesday of Jiffy, and the five follow^ the ft i
sey, Junior, of Shapleigh, in the county of
months from 2 to 4 o’clock P. M. at the store! taugh j
in England, France, and some other At a Court of Probate held at Berwick, with- ;York, Yeoman, has to redeem the farm on
in and for the County of York, on the
of James Titcomb.
which
he
and
John
Hussey
now
lives,
situa

countries.
in a neat and' fashionable manner. Those
twenty-sixth day of June, in the year of
JAMES TITCOMB,
ICom.missi^ LIG’OL’
ted
in
said
Shapleigh,
on
a
road
leading
from
who may favor him with their custom may
ers.
lntely j
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty ’
GEORGE
W.
BOURNE.
5
the Hopper (so called) to Jewett’s Mills in depend on punctuality and his best endeavors
Kennebunk, June 26, 1827.
MOWING.
_ _ _ _ the oi i
seven.
.
.
,
Milton,
containing
about
one
hundred
acres,
At a mowing match on the 4th of Ju ANNA BUFFUM, Administratrix of the adjoining said road and land of Nathaniel to please.
’ cienc |
SAM’L MENDUM.
estate of Timothy Buffum, having
ly at Canandaigua, N. Y. 14 candidates presented her first account of administration Jewett dnd others,-and the said John Hussey
you s i
Kennebunk-port, June 23, 1827.
’s right inequity therein will be sold
entered for the six premiums to be a- of the estate ot said deceased for allowance. Junior
,
in Re
at Public Auction, at the Store of Maj. Aaron
LLpersons having unsettled account!
to the. man who should cut the ORDERED, That the said Administratrix1 Hubbard in Shapleigh, on Saturday the
____ with
___ the
__ subscriber,
__
requested«honou •
are
requested«
give notice to all persons interested by caus eleventh day of August next, at three of the
calf and have them adjusted immediatelyhoaiei j
most grass in the best manner, in one ing
a copy of this order to be published three
IThAY 8c Martin’s Sc Warren’s BLACK- they wish to avoid Costs._______________ ’ 4P:W ,
minute» The first (a scythe, with snath) weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga clock in the afternoon.
Conditions made known at the opening of JIJF ING warranted genuine—for sale by
NATH’L JEFFERDS. I '7
was awarded to Calvin Simmons, who zette printed at Kennebunk, that they may the sale.
the dozen, or single bottle at
i
Kennebunk, May 29, 1827.
i
at a Probate Court t6 be held at
J. K REMICH’S Bookstore.
LUTHER GODING, Dep. Sheriff.
cut 586^ square feet; swathe 9 feet 2 appear
- - - - - - - - - —- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T"! it furn"
York, in said County, bn the second Tuesday
June
21,
1827.
June
19th,
1827.
inches wide. The second (an axe) to of August next, at ten of the clock in the
John Kent, who cut 511 square feet; forenoon and shew cause if any they have
ibb
not be allowed.
swathe 9 feet 9 inches wide. The third whvy the same should
jos
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
T.
rWlAKEN on Execution all the
james s eemkct,X“i id
(a hde) to John Woby, a coloured man,
York, ss.’ Jg_ right in ?quity that Paul
A true copy—Attest,
HAS lust received and offers for said TkL : Is!
who cut 546?$quare feet; swathe 9 feet WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r pro tem. Roberts, of Shapleigh, in said County, has to WOS. G. MOODY
large assortment of PAPER HANG, ie
HAS JUST RECEIVED
redeem the farm on which he now lives, sla
wide. The fourth (a fork) to Daniel I July 14.
INGS, BORDERS and Fire Board Papes 7
nted in said Shapleigh, containing forty acres, A lot of new style
Trowbridge, who cut 508% square feet;
all
of
which
will
be
sold
“
Cheap
for
Cash,
pulghes
bounded by a town road, by land of John
swathe 9 feet wide. The fifth (a spade)
June 23, 1827.
i ”j*
co fol
Woodsom , Jonathan Prescott and the said very Cheap.
HE subscribers having been appointed Robert’s right in equity therein will be sold
to Elias Russell, who cut 557 square
1 and of he
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of Pro at Public Auction, at the Store of Maj. Aaron
feet: swathe 9 feet wide. The sixth,
bate for the County of York, to receive and
Hubbard in Shapleigh, on Saturday the elev
(a shovel) to K. Murray, who cut 496 examine the claims of creditors to the estate enth day of August next, at two of the clock
an
square feet; swathe 8 feet wide.—All of
in the afternoon.
í«re,fo|;th
SNEATHS.
HIS
inveterate
disease
which
has
soHr
;
Conditions made known at the opening of
JOMTTPIAN FERRIN,
the work was extremely well done.
June 16.
baffled the art of the most experiencj . e 1an
sa.lo
The premium articles were all of ele late of Kennebunk-Port, in said County de
LUTHER GODING, Dep. Sheriff.
Physicians, has at length found a sovereipir p 'ste
ceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give
remedy in
peen c |el
June 19th, 1827.
__
_____ '
gant workmanship.
notice that six’months are allowed to said
DR. LAGJMNGE’S GENUIM'ft , id
creditors to bring in and prove their claims,
A LL persons indebted to the subscriber
by note or account, are requested to
A fad.—An honest Dutchman was and that we shall attend that service at the
©iimawt*
kJ Iti
office of George Wheelwright, in Kenne
HP AKEN on Execution all the call and pay the. same by the first day of Au
recently travelling .with nis wagon, bunk-Port, on Monday,, the twenty-third „
FEW
CUTANEOUS
diseases
ar
e
Á
0(k p DO,
gust
next.
All
demands
not
paid
at
that
York, ss. j|_ rjgpt ¡n equity which Ewhen he reached the well known ‘ Hot inst. and on the last Saturdays of the five fol
time will be left with an Attorney for collec- with more reluctance by the Physician,at
phraim
Garlin
of
Lebanon,
in
said
county
of
Springs.’ The road passing near, and lowing months, from two to four o’clock in York, Trader, has in redeeming a certain tiOn‘
none in which he is so universally
DANIEL L. HATCH.
Pey a
the old gentleman being in a strange the afternoon GEO. WHEELWRIGHT.
tract or parcel of land lying in said Lebanon,
July 12,1827;
containing one hundred acres more or less, be
This Ointment has stood the test ot eW.wOtt c
part, and ignorant of the heat of the
THOS. W. SHANNON.
Hence and justly obtained an unparalleled? A '
ing the farm whereon the said Ephraim now
Kennebunk-Port, July 20, 1827.
Water, stopped his team for the purpose
lebrity. It immediately removes the scar
i .
lives ; bounded by the road leading from Da
Of watering them. He left his son, who
gives a healthy action to the vessels of wd thinj |
vid Legro’s to Milton Meeting House, and by
Shingles
Clapboards^
ANTED
to
purchase
a
quantity
of
skin, audits original colour and smoothne^
.
land of Stephen Jones and others, the same
was with him, standing with the horses
good ENGLISH HAY, for which a
under the incumberance of a mortgage
Numerous recommendations might bej
J y
—the old man took his, water bucket, WARRANTED of. the first quality. being
tained of its superior efficacy, but the re DIS
deed to Samuel Shapleigh and also of amortfair price will be given.
and upon dipping it into the water,
LORD & KINGSBURY.
gage deed to Moses Rollins, and said Gar-lin’s
prietor chose that a fair trial shoiudpilgS a b
A
few
thousand
feet
first
rate
Jamaica
and
right in equity therein will be sold at Public
July 6th, 1827._______________________ its only commentator, It has in three
, ■
found it sufficiently F6t to scald an egg.
Refuse Clear BOARDS, suitable for build Vendue at the dwelling house of David Leweeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty )< • " I
At this the old man- was much alarmed ; ing, for sale by
gro
Esq.
in
Lebanon
on
Saturday
the
eleventh
standing,
that
have
resisted
the
power
ol¡F
H
ut
J
b
B. PALMER.
he hastily gathered up his bucket, and
day of August next, at two o’clock in the af
ery other remedy that could be devised. F cordH :| t
W ANDING from sch. Warren, fromx PorJuly 7.
addressing his son most vehemently, he
It not only at once gives immediate reMht Got -¡e
ternoon.
>
Conditions made known at the time of Sale. Hj to Rico, in Hhds. and Bbls, and for Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea. Capitis Wju
exclaimed, Shon! Shon ! trive on rnit all
monly called SCALD HEAD) and all scat 7
BENJAMIN LORD, Dep. Sheriff.
sale by
3
H. CLARK.
your might, vor be shur Shon, Hell ish
Lebanon, June 27, 1827.
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children. F
W
ALSO—SUeAB., in Bbls, and Hhds.
■XT^There is nothing of a mercurial nawoygjy.
not von mile from dis place.
York Baptist Association” holden in- Cor
contained in it, and, it may be usedo»|j¡^ .
Kennebunk-port, June 7,1827.
Western Jntelligcncer.
Copartnership
nish,” on the 13th and 14th ult.—are ready
fants and others under any circum^Cj { ’
for delivery at
THE Copartnership heretofore existing
'whatever.
J
e
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
between ,
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the folK« 1 ock,;
An Irishman meeting another, asked, ' Kennebunk, July 20, 1827.
agents.
„
bro ir.
WAY be found at the Stable of the Sub- ingDavid
What was become of their old acquaint
is dissolved by mutual consent.
Griffith, Portland ; Delano 8c Yl
,
MEW MME,
AU persons having demands against said Iflt scriber, the present Season, a pair of hey, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, M f
ance Patrick Murphy? Arrah, now,
BULLS, for the accommodation of Farmers.
firm
are
requested
to
present
them
for
pay

Putnam 8c Blake, Saco, and JAMES j of? | L
my dear .honey, answered the other,
ment and all persons indebted requested to The price for Service for the Season will be
Kennebunk.
poor Patty was condemn’d to be hang-^ 100 CASKicn? sale by
make payment to Samuel Lewis or Andrew 37 A cents if paid down and 50 cents if charged. REMICH,
* .^Liberal discount to country dealer*
JOSEPH PORTER.
ed : but he saved his . life by dying in
Luques, within 60 days.
DANIEL WALKER.
-June,
* -1826,
-"
eopijJ c,Qps,e
Kennebunk, June 1,1827.
Kennebunk-port, June 20th, 1827..
J • Kennebunk, July 21,1827.
Croé

B

:

BLANK BOOKS,

H. B. Bobbs,

attorney at law,

W

Clapboards.

Commissioners’ Notice

The Subscriber takes

Sheriff’s Sale.

Tailoring Business,

Notice

A

Sheriff’s Sale.

Goods.

Paper Hangings.
J

o

Commissioners’ Notice.

Palm leaf Fans,

T

Salt Rheum* K

Demon Syrup,

SCYTHES,

Wotice.

Sheriffs Sale.

and

W

T

BAT.

Retailing Molasses.

The “ Minutes of the

Dissolved.

LEWIS & WILDES,

prison^

To Farmers.

pched

